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Executive Summary
The present document represents the Deliverable D1.1 “Terms of reference, requirements
and specifications for Carbody Inspection Technology” of the GEARBODIES project, funded
by the European Commission within the framework of Shift2Rail (S2R) programme.
Deliverable D1.1 reports the outcomes of starting research work within Work Stream 1
(WS1). WS1 aims to develop a prototype for non-destructive inspection equipment for rail
carbodies made of composite or hybrid materials of monolithic or sandwich nature, capable
to identify and assess potential defects. Specifically, it presents the investigation of state
of the art of commercially available non-destructive inspection methods that are potentially
suitable for the aforementioned task. These techniques are documented, along with their
operating principles, advantages and limitations, in order for them to be assessed as
potential methods to be part of the prototype inspection system (which is reported in
section 3.3). Emphasis is given on active thermography (section 3.1.1.2) and ultrasonic
inspection techniques (section 3.1.1.6) although other methods are also presented in the
deliverable (section 3.1.1.7). The aim of the assessment is to identify the potential
inspection methods, for further investigation and development through modelling and
simulation, that will take place in Work Package 2. The inspection methods will be validated
on a prototype composite rail carbody to be produced by the CFM project, PIVOT2. Thus, D
1.1 can be seen as preliminary research into a process of selecting, experimenting and
applying the appropriate thermography and ultrasonic testing techniques to carry out this
task.
Thermography, measures radiated electromagnetic energy from an object. D 1.1
specifically focuses on active thermography, where an excitation energy source is used to
heat up a specimen and observe its response during heating and cooling phase. The use of
thermographic cameras allows the translation of the radiometric values measured into
temperature values and thus the detection of possible defects in a material that cause
temperature differences at the heated specimen. A series of thermography techniques are
presented in section 3 and have been classified depending on their excitation source.
Furthermore, ultrasonic testing is presented (section 3) as another method that will be
supplementing the thermography system in the inspection of the carbodies. Ultrasonic
testing works with the use of ultrasonic waves which can be reflected from defects in a
specimen. By monitoring the pattern of echoes in a part, such flaws can be detected.
In addition, case studies of the application of thermography and ultrasonic techniques on
large composite structures for aviation, wind turbines and other large structures are
presented (section 3.1.1.8). This is done to identify the potential that these NDT methods
may have for its applications to rail carbodies.
An assessment of the presented NDT techniques is performed at section 3.3 where the
techniques are assessed against a series of performance parameters in order to shortlist
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the most capable to carry out the inspection of the composite rail carbody. The shortlisted
techniques are the following.
Table 1. NDT shortlisted techniques in D1.1

Infrared Thermography

Ultrasonic testing

Pulse thermography

Phased-Array / Pulse Echo

Lock-in Thermography

Laser ultrasonic testing

Step heating

Resonance method

Eddy current thermography
Finally, D 1.1. presents high-level requirements (section 4) and specifications for the
prototype thermography and ultrasonic testing inspection system (section 5) that is one of
the main aims of GEARBODIES project according to the use cases that are presented in
section 3.2. The requirements, describe the creation of a prototype system that will inspect
a rail body during its maintenance phase and shall be able to detect surface impactdamage/delamination/de-bonding/crack-fracture/water ingress on the sides of composite
carbody, only from the outside section of the vehicle and within a time period of 12hours.
The inspection system shall be able to cover a variety of carbody materials that were
assumed based on literature and partial input received form PIVOT2 project. Specifically,
for the sandwich types of composites the combinations will be carbon fibre or Reinforced
Polymer (GRP) skins with polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foam or alternatively with
aluminium core. For the monolithic materials a CFRP and a GRP variant are proposed. The
overall thickness of the materials is expected to be up to 50mm.
It is important to highlight that requirements will be revised as the project progresses and
further input is received from PIVOT2 project regarding the composite carbody. In the same
manner some of the specifications will be also revised as well after further experimentation
in lab and field environment.
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List of abbreviations, acronyms and definitions
Abbreviation / Acronym
BB
CFM
CFRP
FFT
GRP
IP1

IR
IRT
LCC
LIT
LT
LUS
MAAP
MWT
NDE
NDT
NETD
NUTHIC
OD
PA
PCA
PE
PET
PIVOT2
PPT
PRF
PT
RAMS
RDT
RES
S2R

Definition
Building block
Call for Members
Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer
Fast Fourier Transform
Glass Reinforced Polymer
Innovation Programme 1 of Shift2Rail (Cost-efficient
and reliable trains, including high-capacity trains and
high-speed trains)
Infrared
Infrared Thermography Testing
Life-Cycle Cost
Laser Infrared Thermography
Lock-in Thermography
Laser Ultrasonics
Multi Annual Action Plan (of Shift2Rail Joint
Undertaking)
Microwave Thermography
Non-destructive Evaluation
Non-destructive Testing
Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference
Non-Contact Ultrasound Inspection Machine of Highly
Integrated Composites
Obstacle Detection
Phased Array
Principle Component Analysis
Pulse Echo
Polyethylene terephthalate
Performance Improvement for Vehicles on Track 2
(S2R IP1 project)
Phase Pulse Thermography
Pulse Repetition Frequencies
Pulsed Thermography
Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety
Radiographic Testing
Resonance method
Shift2Rail Joint Undertaking (under the H2020
framework)
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SHT
SNR
TD1.3
TID
TRL
TVG
UT
VI
VT
WP
WS

Step Heating Thermography
Signal-to-noise ratio
Technology Demonstrator 1.3 within IP1 of S2R
(Carbody Shell Demonstrator)
Track Intrusion Detection
Technology Readiness Level
Time varied gain
Ultrasonic Testing
Visual Inspection
Vibrothermography
Work Package
Work Stream (of the GEARBODIES project)
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1 Introduction
The present document represents the Deliverable D1.1 “Terms of reference, requirements
and specifications for carbody inspection technology” of the GEARBODIES project, funded
by the European Commission within the framework of Shift2Rail (S2R) programme.
The GEARBODIES project is part of Innovation Programme 1 (IP1) “Cost-efficient and
reliable trains, including high-capacity trains and high-speed trains” of the Shift2Rail Joint
Undertaking, within the framework of Horizon 2020. According to the Shift2Rail Annual
Work Plan and Budget 2020 (Shift2Rail, 2020), it is expected that GEARBODIES will
contribute to two Technology Demonstrators (TD) in IP1, i.e.:
•

TD1.3 Carbody Shell Demonstrator;

•

TD1.4 Running Gear Demonstrator.

Therefore, the GEARBODIES consortium will collaborate with PIVOT2 (Performance
Improvement for Vehicles on Track 2), the complementary project for S2R members, which
will run in the same period.
The work carried out within the Work Stream 1 of GEARBODIES (WS1: Inspection methods
for carbodies using new materials) will contribute to TD1.3, in particular to its building block
(BB) BB1.3_1 “Composite-hybrid carbodyshell” and its associated deliverables D1.3_1 and
D1.3_2 (Figure 1).
Figure 1. The building block associated with TD1.3 and its related deliverables

Source: S2R (2019)

In this context, the review and preliminary assessment of existing and emerging
technologies and technical solutions, as well as the definition of requirements for specific
use cases identified and agreed on with the PIVOT2 consortium, are key pre-requisites for
further work in GEARBODIES. In the first instance, the shortlist of selected available
solutions and the requirements for key use cases enabled the definition of specifications
for technologies and technical solutions that would be further developed and tested in
GEARBODIES, at TRL5-6.
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2 Objectives/aim
Deliverable D1.1 “Terms of reference, requirements and specifications for carbody
inspection technology”, reports the outcomes of Work Package 1 “Terms of reference,
requirements and specifications” in relation to Work Stream (WS) 1 of the project, and aims
to present a state-of-the-art literature review of thermographic and ultrasonic NonDestructive inspection techniques that can be applied on surface and sub-surface
inspection of composite and hybrid components, including both monolithic and sandwich
types for usage in rail carbodies. The main objective for the state-of-the-art review is to
identify the techniques that are currently implemented in similar applications and have
proven effectiveness of detecting different types of defects (e.g. delamination, disbonding,
surface impact-damage, voids/gaps, water ingress) in the aforementioned materials. The
literature review comprises a brief synopsis of the inspection techniques including their
respective data collection and analysis methods. Furthermore, an assessment of the
candidate inspection methods will allow the selection of the most promising methods that
can be used to inspect composite and hybrid rail carbodies during their maintenance cycle.
The assessment of the inspection methods will be based on their ability to meet the
requirements for the specific use cases that will be introduced at the deliverable’s later
stage based on consultation with the CFM PIVOT2 project. The short-listed techniques will
be used as the main input for WP2 “Development of inspection methods for composite and
hybrid components for both monolithic and sandwich types” and specifically D2.1
“Modelling investigation and assessment” where these techniques will be modelled and
simulated to identify their effectiveness or limitations to detect defects according to the
requirements set by S2Rail PIVOT2 project and the proposed materials to be used in
PIVOT2’s prototype carbody shell. As a result, according to the input of WP2, the identified
techniques will be further developed in WP3 where the development of a prototype
inspection system for rail carbody shells will take place using equipment that will combine
thermography and ultrasonic techniques. The equipment will be mounted on a gantry crane
type of automated vehicle and will be tested on the TD1.3 demonstrator vehicle (WP7).
In addition, D1.1. will identify the high-level requirements and specifications for the
prototype equipment for inspection of the carbody shell to be developed and tested in WP3
and WP7 respectively. The technical requirements will be based on best practice for similar
use cases, input from end users and from the PIVOT2 project consortium.
● Different categories of requirements will be considered, such as:
● Functional and operational requirements;
● RAMS and LCC requirements;
● Compliance with standards and regulation requirements;
● Key performance indicators (KPIs)
Considering the high-level requirements identified for the specific use case(s), high-level
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specifications are further defined for the carbody inspection system and its components
and sub-systems; these will require further elaboration after the completion of the
simulations in D 2.1. which would enable a proper analysis and comparison of the potential
inspection techniques that are identified and discussed in D1.1.
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3 Overview and assessment of technologies, technical solutions
and use cases
Section 3 presents the non-destructive inspection methods that are commercially available
and/or those that are high Technology Readiness Level (TRL) and can be used for
inspecting composite or hybrid materials of monolithic or sandwich nature. These
techniques are presented with the aim of explaining to the reader how they work, their
advantages and limitations in order to be assessed at the end of the section as potential
methods for the inspection of the composite rail carbody shell.

3.1 Overview and assessment of existing and emerging solutions
There are several non-destructive methods for inspecting composite or hybrid materials of
monolithic or sandwich nature. Such methods, as the name implies, are capable of
inspecting a material for possible defects/damages on its surface or internals, without
altering or damaging its structure during the testing process.
There are several levels of inspection on carbody shell elements. Inspections are
continuous, starting when the carbody is being built and repeated at regular intervals. The
selection of NDT techniques depends on the material to be inspected and its physical
properties, the operating principles of the potential NDT techniques to be used and finally
the selection criteria. Therefore, each NDT technique has its own set of advantages and
disadvantages and it is estimated that some methods are better suited than others for their
application in GEARBODIES.
Before getting into the specifics of the non-destructive inspection methods for composites
it is important to describe the types of defects that can be found in this type of materials.
Defects can appear at different stages of a composite material’s life cycle, from
manufacturing (material processing, component manufacturing) to in-service (see Figure
2). WS1 of GEARBODIES project i.e. the development of the Prototype inspection platform
using thermography and ultrasonic methods for composite carbody shells, focuses on
commercial operation of the vehicle and the in-service and maintenance cycle of the
carbody. Although, defects that have been introduced during the material processing and
production process can evolve during the in-service life cycle, as shown in Figure 3 and can
have potential impact, it is assumed that the rail carbody will be defect free when beginning
its operation. Therefore, the defects that will be presented are more specific to in-service
life cycle. The same applies for the inspection techniques which can also differ for other
parts of the life cycle, although many methods, in principle, remain the same.
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Figure 2. Classification of Flaws in composite materials

Source: Own elaboration
Figure 3. Manufacturing-induced flaws/defects, and in-service damage evolution of a composite
material/structure, with their potential scale dimensions.

Source: Wang et al (2020; 3)

Common in-service defects
In-service defects, during the of use a composite, can occur through mechanical action or
interaction with the operational environment of the component. In the case of composite
or hybrid rail carbody shells, defects can occur from (Heslehurst, 2014):
● impact with flying ballast or other lose objects as the train operates on the rail
tracks,
● local heating
● lighting strikes
● acoustic vibration
● fatigue from mechanical loading during operation
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● chemicals/ or other fluids that can be spilled on the body
● ultraviolet radiation
Table 2 presents the locations of typical in-service defects. Based on the Inspection system
requirements that will be set in section 4 of D 1.1., impact damage is of main focus, although
not exclusive, for the scope of the capabilities of the system to be developed in WP3.
Table 2. Location of In-service defects

Geometric
Discontinuities

Free Edges

Projectile Impact

Heat Damage

Corner/edge crack

Bearing surface
damage

Crushing

Creep

Cuts and scratches

Matrix cracking

Delaminations

Debond

Matrix crazing

Debond

Edge damage

Delaminations

Surface damage

Fastener holes

Erosion

Dents

Surface oxidation

Fiber kinks

Fastener holes

Fracture

Surface swelling

Reworked areas

Holes and
penetration

Holes and
penetration

Moisture pickup

Surface damage

Corner radius
delamination

Translaminar
cracks
Source: Heslehurst (2014;28)

Cracks: refers to damage caused on the laminate matrix only (Figure 4). Instead for cracks
in fibres, the term fibre fracture is used (Heslehurst, 2014). Such damage can be caused by
forces causing loading or even thermal expansions. Matrix cracks (see Figure 5) can be
generated by overstressing of the matrix through various loading conditions that can occur
including thermal expansion (Heslehurst, 2014).
Figure 4. Intralaminar (left) and translaminar (right) cracks

Source: Heslehurst (2014;35)
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Figure 5. Delamination defect on composite materials

Source: Heslehurst (2014;35)

Delaminations: One of the most common types of damage in composites. They are matrix
defects where matrix cracks propagate between or within a laminate and where cracks run
parallel to the fibre direction. This type of damage can be caused by: impact damage where
internal failure occurs, free edges or matrix cracks where a ply interfaces.
Impact damage: Describes damage caused by impact on the material while the penetration
depends on the amount of energy level of the projectile object. Impact damage can be
significant, because it can be barely visible on the impact side but considerable on the other
side. This is often called blind side impact damage as seen at the bottom of Figure 6.
Figure 6. Impact damage at various energy levels

Source: Heslehurst (2014;39)

The indentation on composite structures by impact is typically permanent although the
indentation depth can diminish over time making the damage harder to be detected
(Baaran, 2009). Figure 7 shows on the left, an example of impact damage and the effect
that can be caused in the core and back surface (right).
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Figure 7. Impact damage and effect

Source: Heslehurst (2014;35) (left), Angelika Wronkowicz-Katunin and Dragan (2018;84) (right)

Crushing: Crushing can be caused to a composite material by impact damage and is more
common to sandwich structures. Although, surface damage could be small with small
visible matrix cracks and fibre fracture on the outer surface, the material core can have
significant crushing as shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Crushing damage of composite sandwich core

Source: Heslehurst (2014;36)

Water ingress: Water or moisture can penetrate a composite sandwich structure through
edge seals, micro cracks on the surfaces, or by diffusion through the skin by Flicks law
(Rastogi, 2016) (see Figure 9). The effect of water is that it degrades the strength and
composition of the composite structure by reducing its residual strength while also being
able to cause interlaminar cracks (Rastogi, 2016). Furthermore, it can cause loss of
stiffness and strength at lower temperatures or swelling of polymers causing additional
stresses like thermal expansion. Furthermore, water can cause damage to the adhesive
between core and surface sheets though hydrolysis (Rastogi, 2016).
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Figure 9. Different types of damage on composite sandwich structure

Source: Ciampa et al (2018;3)

3.1.1 Methods for inspecting composite components and hybrid structures
The following sections describe various non-destructive testing techniques that can be
applied in the inspection of composite components and hybrid structures with the aim of
a) presenting the potential techniques that can be used in the prototype inspection system
of WS1 and b) to provide information for their assessment in section 3.3

3.1.1.1 Thermography concept
Infrared thermography (IRT) is a non-destructive evaluation (NDE) technique that is widely
used for the inspection of various applications covering metals, composites, wood,
ceramics, construction materials and others. Thermography measures radiated
electromagnetic energy from an object. By using thermographic cameras, it is possible to
translate the radiometric values measured into temperature values (Maldaque, 2002).
Blackbody and Planck’s law are important concepts in IR thermography that describes the
capability of an object that can absorb all irradiated energy from any direction and
wavelength (Maldaque, 2001). A blackbody has also the ability to re-emit radiation until
thermodynamic equilibrium is reached, as function of its temperature while the magnitude
depends on the wavelength (Maldaque, 2001). This fraction of the energy that is radiated
back from the surface of an object is called emissivity ε (Maldaque, 2001). Surfaces with
low emissivity tend to act as mirror making difficult to measure the temperature by radiative
measurement methods. In some cases using black paint on the surface can overcome this
problem while also improving light absorption. Thermography uses the distribution of
surface temperature and radiation of energy over time to assess surface and subsurface
defects from a structure.
Thermography inspection can be broadly categorised into two categories, passive and
active. The main difference between the two methods, is the use of additional external
heating.
Passive thermography does not require external heating. In this approach the thermal
radiation, due to the temperature difference, between the ambient environment and the
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specimen in monitored (Ibarra-Castanedo et al. 2009; Lahiri et al. 2012). Typical
applications of passive thermography include cases where the specimen has higher or
lower temperature than its environment such as inspection of buildings, masonry walls and
concrete structures (Moropoulou, 2018), electricity transformers (Maldaque, 2001) or even
monitoring of composite helicopter rotor blades from ground level (Yang and He, 2016).
Figure 10. Thermogram of building taken using passive thermography

Source: Wikipedia (2021)

Active thermography on the other hand requires an external excitation source to create a
temperature difference between the defective and non-defective parts of the specimen
(Ibarra-Castanedo et al. 2009; Avdelidis, 2004). Typical excitation sources can be optical,
mechanical, electromagnetic, or other excitation forms such as photographic flashes,
halogen lamps, mechanical oscillators, ultrasonic and sonic transducers (Ibarra-Castanedo
et al. 2009), heat gun, hot water jets, hot air jets, or a hot water bag (Yang and He, 2016).
D 1.1 will specifically focus on the Active Infrared thermography methods due to the nature
of the inspection of the proposed composite rail carbody NDT system.

3.1.1.2 Active Thermography methods
Active thermography methods are classified by the excitation method and can be
summarised into the following categories according to Ibarra-Castanedo et al. (2009) as
seen in Figure 11.These excitation methods are classified according to the type of energy
that is used.
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Figure 11. Active thermography methods

Source: Ibarra-Castanedo et al. (2009;2)

Reflection/Transmission observation methods
Two methods exist depending on how the heating process of the specimen is observed by
the thermographic camera. In reflection configuration, both thermal source and the IR
camera are on the same side of the specimen while in transmission, the thermal source
and the camera are on opposite sides (see Figure 12). The two configurations do not offer
the same level of possibility for detection nor level of details. Transmission mode is also
limited to access of the inspection area especially in cases where the back side of the
specimen in inaccessible. In addition, transmission mode allows thicker materials to be
inspected although the depth information is lost due to the distance that the thermal front
has to travel (Maldaque, 2001). Due to the latter resolution is also weaker and requires more
sensitive IR camera (Maldaque, 2001). Reflection offers greater resolution but can be
limited by thickness of the material (Maldaque,2001). In some case the combination (not at
the same time) of the two can be used provide additional information about the position,
lateral defect size and depth and amount of damage for a defect especially in composite
materials like CFRP (Carbon Fibre Reinforced Polymer) (Maierhofer, 2014).
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Figure 12. Experimental setup for active (optical) thermography inspection by Transmission and Reflection
(only one at a time is used)

Source: Visiooimage (2021)

3.1.1.3 Optical methods
Optical methods use light to excite the specimen for inspection, where light induces a heat
flow that reaches the surface of the specimen and disturbs its thermal equilibrium
(Ekanayake et al., 2017). The way that optical methods work is based on the speed of
propagation of thermal waves through discontinuities in the specimen, causing the thermal
wave to slow down or speed up depending on material properties (Ibarra-Castanedo et al.,
2009). Optical methods such as pulsed thermography (PT), lock-in thermography (LT), step
thermography (ST), pulsed phase thermography (PPT), laser thermography [laser line
thermography (LLT) & laser spot thermography (LPT) ].
3.1.1.3.1 Infrared Pulsed thermography
Pulsed Thermography (PT) also referred to as flash thermography is one of the most
commonly used methods in thermography Non-Destructive Testing (Maldaque, 2001;
Ciampa et al., 2018). PT uses optical flash lamps to stimulate a specimen (Maierhofer et al.
2014), with a pulse of energy that can last from a from few milliseconds to a few seconds,
depending on the conductivity and material properties of the specimen (Maldaque, 2001).
The thermal pulse from the optical flash will instantaneously heat the specimen surface
and over time the heat will penetrate the material, producing asymptotic cooling (Chatterjee
et al., 2011). The recorded infrared image sequences are analysed to enhance the visibility
of the defect and its parameters (Vavilov and Burleigh, 2015). The presence of defects will
reduce the diffusion rate of the thermal front once it has reached them and will cause
temperature differences compared to the surrounding sound areas (Maldaque, 2001).
Deeper defects will take normally longer to be revealed in the image sequences over time
and will appear with reduced contrast (Yang and He, 2016).
Pulsed thermography has the characteristics of fast detection speed, large detection area,
and convenience for online detection. It can detect the defects such as debonding, crack,
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rust, fatigue damage in metal, non-metal and composite materials. It is increasingly
becoming an important means to ensure the product and safe operation and has a broad
development prospect. A typical mobile setup of pulse thermography is presented in Figure
13 showing the IR camera and the optical flash mounted on a tripod, and carrier case where
power generator and controller for the equipment are stored with a large display.
Figure 13. Typical pulsed thermography setup

Source: Worskswell (2021)

Table 3 presents a short review of the advantages and limitations of pulsed thermography.
Table 3. Capabilities and limitations of Pulsed thermography

Capabilities

Limitations

Source

— No physical
contact

— Requires apparatus to induce the pulsed
thermal perturbation

Maldaque
(2001)

— Quick (pulsed
— Computation of thermal contrasts requires
thermal
knowledge of an a priori defect-free zone
stimulation: cooling
within the field of view
or heating)
— Observable defects will generally be shallow
— Phase and
and the contrasts weak
modulation images
are available with
frequency
processing (such
as in pulsed phase
thermography)
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— Brief heating can
prevent damage to
components
— Full field, high
resolution, high
sensitivity,
quantification, fast
easy deployment

— Non-uniform backgrounds commonly
observed in thermal images often reduce the
detection power of PT

— Defects close to
surface can be
detected with high
sensitivity and
lateral resolution

— Only the upper surface of defects can be
examined and no available information for the
material below

Yang and
He (2016)

— Small depth, long time for thick material,
emissivity and non-uniform heating
dependence, high power
Maierhofer
(2014)

3.1.1.3.2 Optical lock-In
Optical lock-in thermography (LT) is another popular method that is based on the periodic
deposition of heat, using halogen lamps, to the surface of an object. Defects in the
specimen will cause a part of the thermal wave, that has been generated from the surface
heat, to get reflected and cause a phase shift with respect to the input wave (Yang and He,
2016). The term lock-in refers to the needs to monitor the exact time dependency between
the output signal and the reference input signal (Maldaque, 2001). This dependency can be
observed using a thermal camera for capturing the thermal images while the signal
difference requires specialised thermography software to analyse the phase and amplitude
images. Typically, sinusoidal waves are used in LT thus giving the advantage that response
shape and frequency are preserved (Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009). The depth range that LT
can detect defects, is proportional to the modulation frequency (Maldaque, 2001) and
depends on the thermal diffusion length (Yang and He, 2016).
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Figure 14. Typical Lock-In thermography system

Source: Edevis (2021)

Table 4 presents a short review of the advantages and limitations of optical lock-in
thermography. Figure 14 shows a typical lock-in thermography setup with a camera, a
single halogen lamp and a series of cases for a) storing the mobile laptop where data
processing and acquisition occurs, as well as communication between all connected
devices, b) power generation and control of the lamp (heat intensity output, duration of the
heating, frequency).
Table 4 Capabilities and limitations of optical lock-in thermography

Capabilities

Limitations

Source

— No physical contact

— Requires
modulated
thermal Maldaque
perturbation
(2001)
— Large inspection area (few
square meters at a time)
— Requires observation of at least
one modulation cycle (slower
compared to pulsed phase)
— Unknown defect depths will require
experimentation
at
different
frequencies
— Phase is less sensitive to local — Fixed depth resolution by thermal Yang and
variations of illumination and
diffusion length
He (2016)
surface emissivity
— Requires repetition of test at
— Full-field,
high
resolution,
various frequencies in order to
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higher
sensitivity,
detect defects at various depths
quantification, low power, — Slower compared to other methods
emissivity
independence,
elimination of non-uniform
heating
3.1.1.3.3 Step heating Thermography (SHT) (long pulse)
In step heating (also known as long pulse) a step pulse is used while the increase in surface
temperature of the inspection area is monitored during and after the heating phase, unlike
pulsed heating where only the temperature decay is recorded (Badghaish and Fleming,
2008). The temperature is monitored as it evolves during the heating process while stepped
heating describes the functional dependence of the heating source (Maldaque, 2001). In
step heating a continuous uniform low intensity heat pulse is applied for a long period to
stimulate heat. Due to the low intensity of the heat source, this technique allows a longer
heating time and consequently can inspect deeper defects without damaging the specimen,
thus making it suitable for thicker composite structures.
Table 5. Capabilities and limitations of step heating thermography.

Capabilities

Limitations

Source

— No physical contact

— Requires apparatus to induce
thermal perturbation

Maldaque
(2001)

— Risk of overheating the specimen
— Suitable for thicker materials
— Can detect deeper defects in
composites

— Longer heating duration compared
to other techniques

— Low intensity heating

Badghaish
and
Fleming
(2008).

— Suitable for measuring
coatings
3.1.1.3.4 Laser Infrared Thermography (LIT)
Laser infrared thermography (LIT) is an optical excitation method that utilises a laser as a
thermal source for heating the inspection area. Similar to the other aforementioned optical
techniques, laser thermography can be applied as laser pulsed thermography, laser lock-in
thermography, laser pulsed phase thermography and laser frequency modulated
thermography.
The general principle in laser thermography is that a laser will deposit thermal energy onto
a surface causing heat to flow radially outwards the across the surface of the specimen
and down its body (Burrows et al., 2011). Changes to the shape of the heating spot recorded
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by the camera on the specimen’s surface, as well as temperature increases, will indicate
potential defects.
Table 6. Capabilities and limitations of laser thermography

Capabilities

Limitations

— Contactless

Source
Xu et al.
(2020)

— Transmission of thermal
energy over a greater distance
— Precise control of the intensity
and position of the heat
source compared to flooding
the specimen with heat like
other IR techniques
— Suitable for surface cracks
— Better damage sensitivity (able
to detect defects larger than
5mm diameter)
— Low power consumption
compared to other optical
techniques
— Contactless

— the scan speed of the laser is
highly dependent on the frame rate
of the camera and its ability to
record temperature changes fast
enough

Burrows et
al. (2011)

— Degrading effect of heat diffusion
in terms of defect detectability

Ahmadi et
al. (2020)

3.1.1.4 Electromagnetic methods
3.1.1.4.1 Eddy current thermography (ECT)
Eddy current thermography (ECT) also known as induction thermography is based on the
electromagnetic induction and Joule effect heating principles (Yang and He, 2016). ECT is
relatively new method that has seen rapid development in recent years combining
technologies of induction heating, thermal imaging and thermal image processing (He et al.
2020). Eddy currents are induced and generate heat in the specimen when an electric
current pass through the coil device, that is used in this method (Yang and He, 2016).
Defects, changes in geometry, material composition, cracks, even thermal and mechanical
processing, will cause the induced eddy currents that flow in the specimen, to change
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direction causing areas of high and low eddy current density in the material. Areas with high
eddy currents density will have higher temperature while lower density areas will interrupt
the heat conduction and will be cooler (Maldaque, 2001; Vaibhav, 2016). Thus, observations
can be made during both heating and cooling phase of the inspection area. Based on the
location of the equipment relative to the specimen, eddy current thermography can be
divided into static and dynamic detection mode (He et al., 2020). In the static detection
mode, the inducer, IR camera and specimen remain stationary. Instead, in dynamic mode
1, the inducer moves at a certain speed while the specimen and the IR camera remain
stationary. In dynamic mode 2, the specimen moves at a certain speed and the inducer and
IR camera remain stationary (He et al., 2020). Furthermore, depending on the heating
function and signal processing used, eddy current thermography can be classified into eddy
current pulsed thermography (ECPT), eddy current step thermography (ECST), eddy current
lock-in thermography (ECLT) and eddy current pulsed phase thermography. Further
information about these classifications can be found in Yang and He (2016). Figure 15
shows an eddy current thermography setup with an IR camera on the tripod, a controller
rack (white box) and the induction coil underneath the camera.
Figure 15. Typical Eddy Current thermography setup.

Source: Edevis (2021)
Table 7. Capabilities and limitations of eddy current thermography

Capabilities

Limitations

— Non-contact, fast, full-field and
high resolution
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— Suitable for surface defects in
materials, delaminations and
impact damage assessment
— Rapid inspection of a large
area within short time

— Impact damage only above 4J can
be detected

IbarraCastanedo
et
al.
(2009).
Liang et al.
(2016)

— Heavily dependent on image
processing
3.1.1.4.2 Microwave thermography
Microwave thermography (MWT) is another electromagnetic technique which is based on
the physics behind dielectric loss (Yang and He, 2016). The electromagnetic waves that are
used are within a frequency range of 300-MHz- 300GHz which are generated by an antenna
and received back (Taraghi et al. 2019). The excitation wave applied can be in the form of
1) a pulse where a small period of microwave is used (microwave pulse thermography), 2)
a long pulse (time resolved or long pulse microwave thermography), 3) period amplitude
modulated wave (lock-in microwave thermography) (Yang and He, 2016). MWT can work in
two heating styles volumetric heating and surface heating (Zhang et al. 2017).
In the case of microwave pulse thermography in order to identify defects in a sample, the
temperature rise in the heating phase is observed and respectively the temperature
decrease during the cooling phase (Yang and He, 2016). For the long pulse microwave
method only the temperature rise is observed while for the lock-in method the periodic
temperature change is observed. MWT has applications in inspecting and characterizing
various different materials, as well as locating defects such as debonding and delamination
in composite materials (Zhang et al., 2017). Figure 16 shows an experimental setup for
microwave thermography that consists of the IR camera, the specimen and magnetron
with trapezium funnel for guiding the microwaves on the right picture and control/data
acquisition/ processing equipment on the left.
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Figure 16. Experimental setup of microwave thermography

Source: Zhang (et al., 2017; 16)
Table 8. Capabilities and limitations of microwave thermography.

Capabilities

Limitations

Source
Yang and
He (2016)

— High power microwaves can
potentially cause damage to the
thermal camera.

Sikora et al
(2012)

— Rapid heat transfer
— Uniform heating pattern
— Compact equipment
— Contactless

— A protective metal mesh is needed
for the camera lens which can
increase noise in thermograms
— Image processing is more
demanding and time consuming to
denoise
— Fast data acquisition and
processing
— Non-contact, remote
excitation, full-field, high
resolution, great sensitivity,
quantification, fast, uniform
heating, selective heating

Palumbo
et
al.
(2015)
— Complex and expensive microwave Zhang et
— excitation system, electromagnetic al. (2017)
radiation
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3.1.1.5 Mechanical excitation methods
3.1.1.5.1 Vibrothermography (VT)
Vibrothermography (VT) is a method that utilises external mechanical vibrations to
stimulate internal defects in a specimen, causing heat to be generated by friction in such
areas where crack or delaminations exist (Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009). Depending on the
type of excitation that vibrothermography uses, the techniques are classified differently.
When ultrasound is used as excitation the technique is named Ultrasound Thermography
or Thermoelastic stress analysis, which uses strain or stress as heat sources (Yang and He,
2016). Damped acoustic waves propagate through the material to be inspected, causing
the conversion of mechanical energy into thermal. Energy dissipation is bigger near the
defects due to friction between the profile of the defect and/or stress concentration at the
surrounding area causing temperature variation which can be detected with the use of an
IR camera (Ciampa et al., 2018). The mechanical vibrations are usually induced at 0-50kHZ,
by an ultrasonic transducer in the form of a sonotrode (also called horn) that is pressed
against the specimen and acting as a hammer, while defects in a test sample require
specific frequencies to reach resonance (Maldaque, 2001; Ciampa et al., 2018; IbarraCastanedo et al., 2009). Consequently, changing the mechanical excitation frequency will
cause local thermal gradients to appear or disappear revealing flaws that are visible under
different frequencies (Maldaque, 2001). Depending on the ultrasonic excitation signal used,
techniques can be classified into: 1) ultrasonic lock-in thermography using a continuous
monochromatic elastic signal, 2) ultrasonic frequency modulated thermography with a
chirp type signal (Ciampa et al., 2018) and 3) ultrasonic burst phase that uses short burst
ultrasound signal. Figure 17 and Figure 18 shows the main components of
vibrothermography setup.
Figure 17. Setup of vibrothermography.
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Source: Pieczonka et al. (2010;3)
Figure 18. Commercial vibrothermography system.

Source: Edevis (2021)

Table 9. Capabilities and limitations of vibrothermography

Capabilities

Limitations

— Able to reveal closed cracks

— Difficult to generate mechanical
loading

— Can reveal defects hardly
visible to other IR
thermography techniques

Source
Maldaque
(2001)

— Thermal patterns appear only at
specific frequencies

— Able to inspect large structural — Physical contact is required to
areas
induce thermal stimulation
— Very fast in speed

— Requires a coupling medium

IbarraCastanedo
et al. (2009)

3.1.1.6 Ultrasonic inspection methods
Ultrasonic inspection techniques are the gold standard (ASM, 1998) for the inspection of
composite materials, their easy handling, the ability to adapt the method with the
appropriate technique to the inspection of different types of materials and geometries such
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as laminated composite materials, fibre-reinforced composites, particle composites, with
aluminum foam core, etc. As well as being a technique that does not involves any risk to
the operator, it allows ultrasonic testing to be a great versatility technique in most industries
both in manufacturing processes and in their service.
In recent years, the ultrasound technique has undergone great advances in parallel with
advances in computing and electronics, so that numerous techniques have appeared based
on the same method that allow inspections to be carried out with much greater trust,
significantly increasing capacity of detection, and reducing the false call rate, also
highlighting the improvement of the precision in the measurements. On the other hand,
these advances allow to minimize the human error factor, allowing that the data obtained
during the inspections to be reproduced later and analyzed without the need to do it in-situ
by just one operator, this also allows maintaining a history of the inspections that will allow
to make comparisons between the periodic inspections carried out on the same
component.
Before going into further details about ultrasonic methods it should be worthy to explain
how ultrasonic inspection works.
Sound waves, which are all around us, are simply organized mechanical vibrations traveling
through a medium, which may be a solid, a liquid, or a gas. This applies to both the everyday
sounds that we hear and the ultrasound used for flaw detection. Sound waves will travel
through a given medium at a specific speed or velocity, in a predictable direction, and when
they encounter a boundary with a different medium they will be reflected or transmitted
according to simple rules. This is the principle of physics that underlies ultrasonic flaw
detection. In short, ultrasonic waves will reflect from cracks or other discontinuities in a test
piece, so by monitoring the pattern of echoes in a part a trained operator can identify and
locate hidden internal flaws.
All sound waves oscillate at a specific frequency, or number of vibrations or cycles per
second, which we experience as pitch in the familiar range of audible sound. Human hearing
extends to a maximum frequency of about 20,000 cycles per second (20 KHz), while the
majority of ultrasonic flaw detection applications utilize frequencies between 500,000 and
10,000,000 cycles per second (500 KHz to 10 MHz). At frequencies in the megahertz range,
sound energy does not travel efficiently through air or other gasses, but it travels freely
through most liquids and common engineering materials like most metals, plastics,
ceramics, and composites. Sound waves in the ultrasonic range are much more directional
than audible sound, and because of their short wavelengths they are also far more sensitive
to small reflectors that lie in their path.
The speed of a sound wave varies depending on the medium through which it is traveling,
affected by the medium's density and elastic properties. Different types of sound waves will
travel at different velocities.
A typical disposition for the elements of an ultrasonic testing system is showed in the
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bellow figure:
Figure 19. Typical UT diagram block

Source: Olympus modified by DASEL

As it is known, the ultrasound method requires coupling means available between the probe
and the part to be examined that allows the transmission of sound into the material. When
the inspection is carried out manually (it requires a lot of time and will not allow to have a
record that offers the advantages described above) generally with a single transducer for
measurements with pulse-echo techniques, a gel is commonly used as coupling mean
between the transducer and the part to be examined. The use of a gel is particularly suitable
when conducting inspections in the field, however, there are applications in which, due to
the type of examination required or the incompatibility of the pieces to be examined with
ultrasonic gels, other coupling means for testing are used such as water, oils, glycerin, etc.
Even so, in some cases none of the coupling liquids are suitable, so there are techniques, at
low frequencies, that allow coupling in air, usually for the use of this method, to have
adequate signal resolution and good detection and sizing capacity, these techniques
require access from both sides of the piece to be examined so it is not always possible.
When none of the options described above are viable, some type of rubbers placed between
the probe and the parts to be examined that allow the transmission of sound are used, it is
the so-called wheel probe, the transducer is kept inside a rubber wheel, and the Sound
travels to the part through the soft rubber tire.
This method has some disadvantages compared to the liquid couplings, such as requiring
higher levels of gain, although this is remedied by the hardware of the pulse generator
equipment, however, this method is not satisfactory for areas where the wheel cannot lean
entirely on the surface, encountering some difficulties when the surfaces have sharp
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curvature.
Another method to reduce manual inspection time is to mount transducers on arrays that
will scan larger areas simultaneously. However, it does require the component to be
inspected for surfaces that are flat or single curvature.
The combination of the previous two, the rubber wheel and the Arrays is viable today, so
the advantages of each of them could be added.
We can implement different UT inspection techniques that allow the detection of the
following types of defects present to be addressed with a degree of success, during the
service life of the component.
Table 10. Common defect in Composite materials (in –service).

Defect
Corrosion/erosion
Crushed Sandwich core
Delamination / de-bound
Fibre Fracture

Delamination

Situation
Galvanic corrosion due the aluminumcarbon contact. Wear friction
Impacts, local indentation, excessive
through thickness loading, etc
Impact, excessive compressive loading
Excessive loading, impact, fatigue, etc.

Fracture

Galvanic
Corrosion

UT Technology
PE
TT, PE, ACU
PE
PE

Impact damage Core Crush
& delamination

The challenge of ultrasound inspection must be able to confirm the characteristics of two
completely different types of materials.
Solid Laminates: with thicknesses of up to 40 mm, therefore there are possibilities of great
attenuations, which are accentuated due to the low compaction and porosity of the material
used. Flat and curved sections and areas with glued reinforcements
Sandwich panels: Materials with different types of core. Sandwich structures are
undoubtedly the most difficult materials to inspect because there is less experience than
solid materials, in which techniques can be extrapolated from metallic materials. Consider,
for a moment, the three components of a sandwich structure from the point of view of the
end. All of them materials with very different mechanical and geometric properties. For
example, the faces, metal, or composite, are very thin and high density compared to the
core and therefore generally lend themselves to conventional NDT techniques developed
for metals. In some cases, some modifications are made to conventional methods to make
them more suitable for compounding. In the case of the nucleus, the situation is the
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opposite; the material is relatively thick and low-density, and the issue of NDTs have not
been considered until very recently in these materials.
Therefore, NDT techniques and experience with them is not as extensive in core materials
as in solid materials.
3.1.1.6.1 Linear Phased Array (PA) (P-E)
Linear Phased Array in Pulse Echo mode (is a mature technology widely used in the
aeronautical industry for the inspection of composite materials (Olympus, 2007). It has the
main advantage that it is scalable and allows to reduce mechanical movements, increasing
the scanning speed by an order of magnitude. Technology currently standardized in the
aeronautical industry. Although it is a focused technology for monolithic panels, it can be
used for the detection of surface damage in sandwich structures. Regarding the
penetration capacity and the detection of defects, we can modify parameters such as
frequency, element size, type of excitation, etc (Schmerr, 2015).
An example of inspection with phased array technology, (see Figure 20). The array
transducer can adapt to complex surfaces and the image obtained allows the identification
of defects inside the material from a few mm to several tens of mm.
The systems are compact and can be easily integrated into a robotic platform.
Figure 20. Example of inspection with Phased Array Technology

-

Source: DASEL (2021)

Another advantage is the amount of processing techniques that have currently been
developed. The Post-processing techniques that can be used are very broad, highlighting
(Autofocus, TFM, SPA, PCI, etc.) .
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Figure 21. Images obtained in DASEL

AUTOFOCUS

PCI PROCESSING

SAFT/TFM /SPA

Source: DASEL

The following images present a series of imaging capabilities of the phased array technique
that allows the use to see multi-angular defect responses which can assist in flaw
discrimination and sizing. This capability also eliminates the need for complex fixtures and
multiple transducers that conventional UT inspection methods will require.

Phased Array C-scan:
C-Scan is a two-dimensional view of ultrasonic amplitude or time/depth data displayed as
a top view of the test piece.
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Figure 22. Phased array C-scan.

Source: Olympus (2021)

Phased Array Linear scan:
A phased array system uses electronic scanning along the length of a linear array probe.
This enables to create a cross-sectional profile without moving the transducer.
Figure 23. Phased array linear straight scan.

Source: Olympus (2021)

Phased Array Sectorial scan (S-scan):
The Sectorial scan is unique to phased array equipment. It uses fixed apertures and steer
through a sequence of angles. Two main forms are typically used. The most common is
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used in medical imaging and uses a zero-degree interface wedge or shoe to steer
longitudinal waves at relatively low angles, creating a pie-shaped image showing laminar
and slightly angled defects.
Figure 24. Phased array Sectorial scan (-30° to +30° )

Source: Olympus (2021)

The second format employs an angled plastic wedge to increase the incident beam angle
for generation of shear waves, most commonly in the refracted angle range of 30 to 70
degrees.
Figure 25. Phased array Sectorial scan (-35° to +70° )

Source: Olympus (2021)
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Beam effect
Phased array instruments allow the operator to program a number of parameters that will
affect the shape of the sound beam and in turn the graphic resolution of the resulting
images.
Increasing Aperture
The scan images below show the effect of increasing the virtual aperture of a phased array
probe by pulsing the elements in groups. Using a 64-element probe with a 0.6 mm (0.024
inch) pitch, elements are pulsed in groups of 4, 8, and 16 while imaging side-drilled holes in
a reference block. The largest aperture (16 elements) produces an image that is much
sharper than that produced by the smaller apertures, and it also gives the highest amplitude
response from the target holes.
Figure 26. Phased array UT: effect of different apertures.

Source: Olympus (2021)

Increasing Number of focal laws
Another variable in setting up a phased array test is the number of programmed focal laws
or angular increments in a scan, which effectively controls the number of individual views
used to generate an image. A larger number of focal laws will generally produce a more
detailed picture, but potentially reduces scanning speed and increases power consumption.
Focusing
Electronic beam focusing can have a significant effect on both the sharpness of an image
and the amplitude of the reflection from a target.
The scans below show unfocused (left) and focused (right) 5 MHz images of three side
drilled holes in a reference block.
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Figure 27. Phased Array UT: effect of beam focusing.

Source: Olympus (2021)

Probe frequency selection
Higher frequency will typically offer greater resolution than lower frequencies, while lower
frequencies have a penetration advantage in applications involving very long sound paths,
or test materials that are highly attenuating or scattering.
The scans below show a series of side drilled holes in a reference block imaged with a 5
MHz, 64 element probe (left) and a 2 MHz, 16 element probe (right), in both cases using a
16-element aperture. The 5 MHz image is significantly sharper.
Figure 28. Phased array UT: effect of probe frequency

Source: Olympus (2021)

3.1.1.6.2 Laser UT
Laser Generated Ultrasound or “Laser Ultrasonics” (LUS), is generated by a pulsed laser that,
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when hitting the material to be inspected, produces a thermal expansion of the surface that
generates vibrations at ultrasonic frequencies. The vibrations that occur travel through the
interior of the material and by its surface; and are reflected, refracted or diffracted in the
defects or discontinuities of the material. The disturbances generated by the defects are
detected at another point in the material using a detection system such as a laser
interferometer.
The main advantage of this technology is that it is a non-contact test, and therefore no
coupling is needed and can be applied to components with complex geometries and
extreme surface conditions.
Figure 29. Schematic of laser-based ultrasound

Source: Klein et al. (1998)

Excitation can be performed as indicated (Keenan et al, 2020) with different types of pulsed
lasers, which are Co2, Nd: YAG, XeCL. The results from the point of view of ablation and
signal amplitude received are very similar.
The reception stage can be used a Michelson interferometer or a Fabry-Pérot
interferometer. This is undoubtedly the most expensive element of the system, which
makes just its size a very restricted use. An alternative is to replace the interferometer
system with a single air coupled transducer as is proposed by (Bustamante et al, 2020).
This hybrid system integrates a Q-switched Neodynium (Nd): YAG laser, with a pulse
duration of 6.6 ns. The reception stage uses an air-coupled transducer based on Lamb wave
reception mode (A0 mode) with an air-coupled transducer.
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Figure 30. Setup of hybrid system.

Source: Bustamante et al (2020; 1769)

Some typical specifical specifications of a laser ultrasound system are given in the Figure
31 below.
Figure 31. Typical specifications of the laser ultrasound system.

Source: Cerniglia and Montinaro (2018;157)

The UT Laser technology has obvious advantages when compared to conventional UT:
— The remote inspection without contact, which allows you to inspect materials at high
and low temperatures.
— Transduction (generation and detection) is performed by light, which insures completely
non-contact operation, operation at a distance that could range from centimetres to
meters. The distance between the transduction hardware and the tested part can be
much larger in laser-ultrasonics than in other known non-contact means.
— The material is the emitting transducer. This distinguishes laser-ultrasonics from
piezoelectric-based ultrasonics in which the source of ultrasound is a piezoelectric
element separated from the tested material.
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— The high sensitivity to the detection of surface and subsurface defects, which allows
the detection of incipient defects.
— Sensitivity of the technique depends upon on the reflection properties of the surface. If
the surface scatters light, there will be a broad independence from the direction of
incident laser beam.
— Does not load (exerts forces) the specimen surface.
— Works so that the workpiece or laser beams can be scanned rapidly, thus increasing the
rate of inspection (fast areal scans of large components or structures).
— Has advantage over other methods on curved samples. In this case the ultrasonic
source is located on the specimen surface, always matched at once to its curvature,
whereas the traditional technique requires precise transducer orientation which takes
additional time.
— The possibility of access to small places, either by taking the laser emitter and detector
to through optical fibbers or through mirror devices.
— No coupling to transmit the waves, so it can be performing a high-speed inspection.
— High cost and slow development, with an expense in materials and very high staff
training.
— It requires highly qualified personnel.
— Safety standards (BS 4803, ANSI Z.136.1, CLM-SC17) must be followed.

3.1.1.6.3 Resonance method (RES)
In Dynamic Response Spectroscopy the air coupled probe excite the material and
measurement the steel thickness using a broadband low ultrasonic frequency, which easily
pass through the composite material on the top.
Steel responds, vibrating at related natural frequencies to its thickness profile.
Using advanced algorithms based on the Fourier transform, these frequencies are extracted
from the return signal at each location and used to determine the thickness of the steel or
the presence of delamination larger than 25 mm2.
The typical representation is a C-scan. An image of a C-Scan can be seen in the figure below
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Figure 32. C- scan image

Source: Bustamante et al. (2020; 1769)

The implementation of the Dynamic Response Spectroscopy the air coupled probe excite
the material and measurement the steel thickness using a broadband low ultrasonic
frequency, which easily pass through the composite material on the top.
This technique is useful in the case of coated materials with Metal core, in the case of a
material completely made of fiberglass or fibre carbon it would not be applicable.

3.1.1.7 Other methods NDT methods for composite and hybrid materials
3.1.1.7.1 Visual Inspection
Visual inspection is considered the most basic NDT method and can be defined as “the
process of using the eye, alone or in conjunction with various aids, as the sensing
mechanism from which judgment may be made about the condition of a unit to be
inspected” (FAA, 1997;1). Depending on the type of damage especially for visible surface
defects, visual inspection can be a quick and cheap supplementary method during
maintenance inspection. Factors that can affect damage detection are the following
(Baaran, 2009):
● Colour and finish of the surface
● Lighting
● Cleanliness of the surface
● Angle relative to the surface at which the inspection is conducted
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Table 11. Capabilities and limitations of visual inspection

Capabilities

Limitations

— Quick process

Source
Gholizadeh
(2016)

— Affordable
— Can reduce need for other
methods
— Can be affected by condition
of the surface colour, finish
cleanliness

Baaran
(2009)

— Can be affected by lighting,
and angle of point of view
3.1.1.7.2 Tap testing
Tap testing is a simple and quick method that does not require any specialised equipment
and can be used on composites materials for detecting delaminations or debonding. The
tap testing is performed on the surface of the inspection area with the use of either a coin,
a light special hammer or an electronic tap hammer as seen in Figure 33. The tapping test
looks for a difference in the acoustic response between a known sound area and a defective
where a flat or dead acoustic response will indicate a defective area. Tap testing can only
be used in accessible areas, thus the method will not be suitable where the back side of a
part is inaccessible. Also, this method is only suitable for shallow defects where the
specimen skin thickness is about 2 mm (FAA, 1998).
Figure 33. Digital and non-digital tap hammer.

Source: Scan Aerotech (2021)
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Table 12. Capabilities and limitation of tap testing inspection method.

Capabilities
— Portable

Limitations
— No records are produced

— Low cost equipment

— Only suitable for shallow
defects

— Can detect delaminations or
debonding

Source
FAA (2021)

— Back side of the inspected
area must be accessible
— Accuracy of the test
response is subjective to
tester.
— Requires qualified personnel

3.1.1.7.3 Shearography
Shearography is an inspection method that can be used for detecting defects in both
metallic and composite materials with applications in medical diagnostic, electronic, rubber,
aerospace, automotive, and construction industries. The method works by measuring a
material’s mechanical response to stress excitation (Yung et al., 2009). The specimen under
investigation is first photographed using a Charged Couple Device camera before any laser
illumination is applied to it. A laser light is then used to illuminate the specimen with a
speckle pattern. The laser excitation will cause the defects to expand while another image
is taken during the loaded and deformed phase. The two images are correlated to create a
shearogram that represents the topography of the surface defects.
Figure 34. Shearography setup.

Source: Hung et al. (2009; 76)
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Figure 35. Identification of debond using shearography.

Source: Hung et al. (2009;89)

Table 13. Capabilities and limitations of shearography.

Capabilities
— Fast, provides full-field
information

Limitations
— limitation of tolerance to rigid
body motion

— Contactless

— Complex data to interpret

Source
Hung et
al., 2009

— Reliable for detecting material
defects in specific metallic, nonmetallic and composites
materials
— Large area testing

— Possible material damage

— Suitable method for entire
product life cycle

— Unsuitable for smooth surfaces
— Complex to interpret

— Can be used variety of materials
— Can inspect complex structures

The
Welding
Institute
(TWI)
(2021)

— Can detect various types of
defects
— Can outperform other NDT
methods such as dye penetrant,
eddy current, magnetic particle,
radiography and ultrasonic
testing in speed, visualisation
and sensitivity
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3.1.1.7.4 Radiography
Radiography is commonly used technique that can be used for composite materials. It uses
the concept of differential absorption of penetrating radiation (FAA, 1998). The unabsorbed
radiation that passes through the part is recorded on different means with the amount of
absorbed radiation changing depending on the physical properties of the inspection area
i.e. density, thickness, shape, size, absorption characteristics (FAA, 1998).
Some of the radiography methods include (Baaran, 2009)
● Film radiography is projected onto a film which requires developing before any
results can be obtained
● Real-time radiography. The image is directly available on screen and can be
manipulated during the inspection
● Computed tomography can create cross-sectional views of the specimen instead
of lateral views compared to other methods
Radiography, although depending on the technique used, it is capable of detecting various
types of defects in composites, such as delaminations, large voids, inclusions, translaminar
cracks, non-uniform fibre distribution, fibre misorientation, fibre wrinkles or weld line and
matrix cracks (Gholizadeh, 2016). Figure 36 shows deformed cell walls in the honeycomb
core of a sandwich material using computed tomography.
Figure 36. 3D image composite sandwich specimen using Xray computed tomography.

Source: Jandejsek et al (2014;3)
Table 14. Capabilities and limitation of radiography inspection method

Capabilities
— Capable of detecting many
types of defects
— Can provide reliable 2D and 3D
images in microscopic and
macroscopic scale

Limitations
Source
— Cannot detect defects
Gholizadeh
perpendicular to the direction of (2016)
the x-ray beam
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— Images can be manipulated
real time during the inspection
— The specimen can be
manipulated during inspection
to achieve better results
— Suitable for non planar defects
— Can inspect internal and
external flaws of the specimen
— Can detect variations in
composition

— Expensive
— Setting up the equipment is
time consuming
— Defects must be planar
otherwise the specimen
requires different orientation
— Tight cracks in thick sections
cannot be detected

FAA (1998)

3.1.1.7.5 Eddy Current Testing (not thermography)
Eddy current testing can exist also as a non-thermography method without the use of
infrared camera and it’s use as an induction heating mechanism. Similarly, in this method
eddy an alternating electric current induces an alternating magnetic field inside a test object
which causes eddy currents to flow in the specimen. Defects will a cause changes in the
eddy current, corresponding to a change in the impedance coil thus allowing the
identification of the defects (Lopez et al. 2018).
Figure 37. Eddy current coil and induced current.

Source: FAA (1998; 5-15)
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Figure 38. Eddy current testing setup.

Source: Wu et al. (2021; 113247)
Table 15. Capabilities and limitations of eddy current testing

Capabilities

Limitations

Source

— Portable
— Can detect surface and
subsurface discontinuities
— Moderate speed
— Can detect small
discontinuities
— Thickness sensitive
— Can detect many variables

— Although contactless, probe
FAA (1998)
needs to be near to surface
— Rough surfaces can interfere
with test
— Limited to conductive material
— Skill and training required
— Time consuming for large areas

3.1.1.8 Inspection systems and equipment for large scale composite structures
A number of the NDT techniques have been outlined so far with the aim of presenting
methods that can be applied in the inspection of composite and hybrid materials during
their maintenance phase. The use of such materials in large structures is fairly limited to a
few applications that are identified with this section based on literature. This section aims
to further assist in the identification of inspection techniques that are suitable for
application in the prototype system to be developed in WS1.
Yang and He (2016) describe, through various literature resources, different infrared active
thermography methods that have been applied in the inspection process of large composite
structures. A brief summary is provided below (Table 16), presenting the inspection
methods and their respective applications. It needs to be noted that some of these
techniques are used on large components which will require disassembly from the main
body of the product, especially in the case of wind turbines.
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Table 16. Thermography applications for large structures.

Application
Thermography
technique
Pulsed thermography
Lock-in thermography
Pulsed phase
thermography

Aerospace
structures

Wind turbines

x
x

x
x

x

Fibre reinforced
plastics
structures
(bridges)
x
x
x

Source: Yang and He (2016)

Cramer (2018) presents work that is being carried out in NASA and specifically on the
application of thermography in large aerospace structures. One case that is presented is of
a 10m diameter and 4m height composite cylinder, built as five panels connected with
bonded joints. Pulse thermography has been used in this case, with each side (outer and
inside) requiring 10 hours for inspection using a custom scanning rail system that follows
the curvature of the cylinder. Data acquisition consists of positioning 1) the camera and
hood, 2) triggering the flash heating, 3) collecting data for 15s after the heating, 4) storing
the data and indexing the scanner to the next inspection location. Total inspection time per
location is approximately 45 s. Figure 39 presents the inspection system for the composite
cylinder and the created mosaic of processed image from inner side. The red arrows
indicate regions of poor bonding at the edges of the cylinder.
The second example by Cramer (2018) is of a robotic inspection system using a cobot (a
collaborative robot that physically interacts with humans) in order to inspect a fuselage.
Flash thermography was used in this case again. Figure 40 presents the system during the
inspection process and the 3D processed thermal data. The robotic arm can move to cover
different sections of the fuselage.
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Figure 39. Custom rail system for inspecting large composite cylinder using flash thermography.

Source: Cramer (2018;3)
Figure 40. Cobot performing flash thermography on composite aircraft fuselage and 3D representation of
acquired and processed data.

Source: Cramer (2018;6)

Computed Tomography (CT) has been used to inspect large aircraft components under
production conditions. A mechanised mobile tomographic system “TomoCAR”
(Tomographic Computer Aided Radiometry) is described in Ewert et al. (2012), where a
gantry gate based planar tomograph was constructed and tested for inspection of the
integrity of large flat panel CFRP components of an aircraft. Although this technique has
been used for in situ inspection during the production stage, it can be applied at other parts
of the life cycle such as maintenance.
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Figure 41. XRAY radiography of large aircraft component.

Source Ewert et al (2012;309)

Another example of large-scale thermography inspection on wind turbines is given by
Chatzakos et al. (2010). The authors describe the construction of a multi-axis scanning
system for in-situ inspection that was used on Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) wind turbine
blades as shown in Figure 42. A pulsed thermography system with 2 flash lamps was used
instead of vibrothermography due to its better capability of detecting flaws in thinner
sections including impact damage GRP. An infrared camera was used capable of 60Hz with
a variable flash heating time up to 25 ms
Figure 42. Multi-axis scanning system for in-situ thermography on GRP wind turbine blades.

Source Chatzakos (2010; 558)
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Figure 43. Lab trials of the multi axis flash thermography scanning system.

Source: Chatzakos (2010; 558)

In the case of ultrasonic testing of polymer matrix composites, ultrasonic laser testing has
been used to inspect large wing sections for military applications. Such a system has been
implemented by Ultra Optec for the US Air Force McClellan base and its configuration is
presented on Figure 44. In this case a laser has been mounted at the end of the arm of a
gantry robot (with 3 translation axis and one rotation axis in addition of the optical scanning
mirror).
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Figure 44. Sketch of the system implemented for the McClellan US Air Force base

Source: Monchalin (2020; 23)

3.1.2 Data collection and processing of thermography and ultrasonic data
Collection and processing of raw data from thermography and ultrasonic inspection can be
demanding depending on the techniques involved. The following section describes some
of the most promising and commonly used methods.

3.1.2.1 Pulsed thermography data collection and processing
A typical setup for pulsed thermography is presented at Figure 45. The specimen will be
heated up using high power photographic flashes for 2-15 ms depending on the specimen’s
conductivity as well as to prevent damage, while an IR camera is used to observe the
changes in temperature caused by the interaction between the heat flux and possible
defects during the cooling phase of the inspection (Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009; Pastuszak
et al. 2013). An infrared thermography controller is used to control the heating excitation,
start/stop the camera acquisition process and communicate with a computer to further
process as well as analyse data. The data are stored in form of 3D matrixes (also known as
thermograms) as presented in Figure 46 where Thi,j represents the temperature of a
specific spot (h) of the specimen at coordinates i and j on the X Y axis at a specific time i.e.
t1. During the cooling phase the temperature decay for sound and defective areas differ as
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presented in Figure 46 by two different curves. Further analysis of the data is carried out
using the following methods.
Figure 45. Basic principles of inspection using pulsed thermography.

Source: Lopez (2014a; 327)

Figure 46. Temperature variation of pulsed thermography: a) acquisition data as a 3D matrix of thermal
images, b) temperature distribution for healthy (continuous line) and defective (dotted line) area for low
conductivity materials.

Source: Pastuszak et al. (2013; 134)

The following section aims at listing commonly used thermographic raw data processing
methods for PT:
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Differentiated Absolute Contrast (DAC) is a method based on calculating thermal contrast.
Maldaque (2001) provides a definition for thermal contrast ΔT(t)= Td (t) - TSa(t) where Td (t)
is the temperature of a pixel or the average temperature of a group of pixels of a defective
area at time t while TSa (t) is the temperature at time t for the sound area Sa. Establishing Sa
in some cases can be difficult due to noise in the data or signal degradation as well as in
automated processes where the change of the initial location can cause problems in
calculating the initial value. DAC is based on the 1D solution of the Fourier heat equation
(Ciampa et al., 2018) and has proven to be effective as a method in reducing artifacts due
to non-uniform heating or surface geometry of the inspection area (Ibarra-Castanedo et al.,
2009). An improved DAC definition is provided by based on the Laplace inverse transform.
Thermographic Signal Reconstruction (TSR) Basic TSR significantly reduces noise i.e. high
frequency temporal noise from thermal images and decreases the data to be manipulated
(Ciampa et al., 2018; Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009). This method is based on the
assumption that non defective pixels should follow the decay curve of non-defective pixels
given by a 1D solution of the Fourier heat equation which can also be written in a logarithmic
form as (Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009):
𝑄
1
ln(𝛥𝛵) = ln ( ) − ln(𝜋 𝑡)
𝑒
2
where Q [J/m2] is the energy absorbed by the surface, e = (k ρ Cp)1/2 [m] is the effusivity1, k
[W/mK] its thermal conductivity of the material, ρ [kg/m3] the material density, Cp [J/kgK]
specific heat at constant pressure. Time derivatives are used to reduce the effects of nonuniform heating, background artifacts and provide better sensitivity for deeper defects
(Ciampa et al., 2018). TSR can also be combined with algorithms used in Pulsed Phase
Thermography (PPT) (Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009).
Pulsed Phase Thermography (PPT) is a commonly processing methods used in pulsed
thermography (PPT) due to the ability to reveal defects in metals, composites or concrete
at higher depths depending on their thermal diffusivity2. PPT works in the same way as PT
although temperatures are converted to the frequency domain using a one-dimensional
Fourier transform (Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009; Ishikawa, 2013). The phase given by this
transform is of particular interest due to the fact that it less affected than raw data from
emissivity variations, non-uniform heating, surface geometry and other factors. Phase data
re also susceptible to noise especially at high frequencies thus requiring de-noising process
which can be offered by Thermographic Signal Reconstruction. Figure 47 presents the
transform process of temperature-time data into phase-frequency data that PPT uses.

1
2

Effusivity = The ability of a material to exchange heat with its surroundings
Diffusivity = is a rate of diffusion, it measures the rate transfer of heat of a material from the hot end to the cold end
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Figure 47. Inspection and conversion process of data into phase image

Source: Ishikawa (2013; 43)

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a tool that provides post analysis of thermal images
for dimension reduction, noise elimination or classification. Although Fourier transform is a
useful tool, it is not the choice for analysing temperature response signals from Pulse
Thermography because it uses sinusoidal basis functions, where the signals tend to be
monotonic (Rajic, 2002; Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009). One of the methods used in PCT is
singular value decomposition (SVD) that reduces a constructed matrix of observations to a
set of empirical orthogonal functions (EOF), in order to produce spatial information and
temporal features of pulse thermography images (Ciampa et al., 2018; Rajic, 2002). SVD
can be used to estimate the average flaw depth within a flawed zone but does will not
provide any indication of the damage distribution (Ciampa et al., 2018).
Partial least square thermography (PLST) is a regression method that can be used to
decompose a thermographic sequence into a set of orthogonal latent variables. This
method provides considerable background noise reduction by reducing the effect of nonuniform heating from the thermograms (Lopez et al., 2014b). PLST can keep track of the
time in contrary to PCA thus data can be decomposed, manipulated and recomposed with
better signal to noise ratio (Ciampa et al., 2018)
Figure 49 presents the results of thermographs taken using pulse thermography for a
7.6cm aluminium honeycomb sandwich block with graphite plates, where a series of
defects have been introduced as shown on Figure 48 at different depth. The defects on
Figure 49 appear brighter compared to the rest of the specimen. The first picture on the left
(a) shows the raw data as recorded by the IR camera, while the other three present image
processing techniques that have been applied using DAC and TSR methods. It is obvious
how the unprocessed raw data only reveal limited defects while DAC and TSR can reveal
even the direction of the fibres in the material.
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Figure 48. Sample sandwich aluminium honeycomb block with graphite plates

Source: Ibarra-Castanedo et al. (2009;16)
Figure 49. Pulsed thermography processing results at t= 2.5s: (a) raw data, (b) DAC, and (c) first, and (d)
second time derivatives from a 7th degree polynomial provided by TSR.

Source: Ibarra-Castanedo et al. (2009;18)

3.1.2.2 Optical lock-In data collection and processing
Optical lock-in is an IRT technique that uses high-energy lamps (typically halogen or LED)
that send low intensity sinusoidal periodic waves to a specimen. The frequency and number
of cycles of the heating process depends on the thermal properties of the specimen and
the defect depth (Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009). In practice only a few cycles are required
to attain phase and amplitude data. A typical setup for lock-in thermography is presented
in Figure 50.
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Figure 50. Optical lock-in thermography setup.

Source: Ekanayake et al. (2018; p129)

The method of Fourier transform and Pulsed Phase Thermography (PPT), which has been
explained in the previous section, can be used to process data from optical lock-in method
(Zhang et al., 2018). Another technique named the four-point average algorithm is based
on steady-state sinusoidal signal processing is explained by Wu et al. (1998). The method
refers to four local temperature data from four images that are recorded during one
modulation cycle. These four images are used to derive the magnitude A and phase φ of
the signal. Correlation extraction Algorithm is also used with optical lock-in thermography
which is an analysis of the harmonic based response that is recorded by the IR camera,
using in-phase and cross correlation functions in order to extract amplitude and phase
information from the recorded signal (Ciampa et al.2018)
Figure 51 presents phasegrams taken using lock-in thermography at various frequencies f
(as shown in columns), showing raw data on top row and extra processing that has been
applied using PPT on centre and bottom rows. It is needs to be noted that deeper defects
will appear at lower frequencies and vice versa. Thus, lower frequencies at a, b and c
columns will show deeper defects while higher ones, like in d column will present shallow
defects. The red circle indicates a surface defect where paint has been removed.
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Figure 51. Phasegrams at different frequencies for the 7.6cm thick plate inspected by lock-in thermography
(top), PPT over raw data (center), and PPT thermography over synthetic data from a 7th degree polynomial
fitting (bottom).

Source: Ibarra-Castanedo et al. (2009;21)

3.1.2.3 Step heating thermography data collection and processing
In step heating thermography the equipment setup that is used is the same as optical lockin thermography as presented in the previous section but uses a step pulse. Advanced
processing methods that are known to have been used with this method are Thermographic
Signal Reconstruction (TSR), Fourier transform and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
(see section 3.1.2.1 ). In addition, absolute thermal contrast is another method used with
step heating. Absolute thermal contrast is a commonly used processing method that can
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be used to enhance contrast of surface temperature between sound and defective regions
of the inspected area.

3.1.2.4 Laser thermography
In the case of laser thermography, a typical setup for inspection consists of a laser source,
a controller, the IR camera and a personal computer for the data acquisition and processing
is presented in Figure 52. In cases where the technique is used for surface scanning, the
laser head and the camera can be mounted on a robotic manipulator for accurate
positioning during the scanning process.
Figure 52. Laser thermography setup.

Source: Wang et al (2020; 153386)

A data pre-processing method involves a background subtraction process where a 2D
median filter is used to average out and subtract pre-excitation frames from the excitation
frames (Burrows et al. 2011). Gaussian distribution based global threshold segmentation
algorithm has been used in conjunction with binary manipulation to remove abnormalities
from thermal images and distinguish areas of disbanding in materials (Xu et al. 2020).
Data from laser thermography can be processed using wavelet analysis which “breaks up
a signal into shifted and scaled versions of the original wavelet” (Maldaque, 2001;424).
Wavelets tend to provide an easy method of decomposing a sequence of signals known as
approximation signals with lower resolution which are supplemented with additional details
(Krishna et al., 2017). After a signal has been decomposed it needs to be reconstructed
using inverse wavelet transform where wavelet coefficients are introduced to provide
reconstruction accuracy.
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3.1.2.5 Eddy current thermography data collection and processing
Eddy current thermography (ECT) is quite simple in terms of its setup (Figure 53) and
includes the induction heating system that creates the eddy currents on the specimen
through a coil. A camera is set in the opposite side of the specimen and records the
generated heat on its surface (during heating and cooling phase) while the data (thermal
images) are recorded on a computer. The form of the eddy current is created through the
function generator.
Figure 53. Eddy current thermography setup.

Source: Liang et al. (2016; 354)

A method that is used in order to process ECT data is wavelet analysis as explained in the
previous section. Using the wavelet analysis, a thermal image is decomposed into four subimages with the same size. Each thermal image of the sequence is decomposed to a total
i number of levels using the wavelet transform while Principal Component analysis is used
for further defect extraction (Liang et al., 2016).
Other techniques that can be used in the data analysis are edge detection such as Roberts,
Sobel, Prewitt and Laplace transform (He et al., 2020). Edge detection refers to processing
that can indicate points where an image sharply changes. Consequently, edge points and
edge segments that describe the direction of the edges can be identified through these
methods. Roberts and Prewitt algorithms are used to calculate vertical and horizontal
edges individually, while Sobel uses a 3x3 Image Gradient Operator (He et al., 2020). Laplace
transform reduces noise and provides finer diffusivity measurement (Maldaque, 2001).
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Figure 54. Procedure diagram of data processing in eddy current thermography.

Source: Liang et al. (2016;354)

3.1.2.6 Microwave thermography data collection and processing
Figure 55 presents a typical microwave thermography setup that consists of the IR camera,
a microwave generation generation module (magnetron in this case) with a wave guide for
producing and directing the microwaves, a power supply and PC for controlling equipment,
capturing and processing data.
Figure 55. Microwave thermography setup.

Source: Sikora et al. (2012)
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The principles of volumetric heating in MWT works through the generation of a microwave
radiation field from a microwave module (Zhang et al., 2017). The microwaves will penetrate
the material where its molecules will get excited and move to the frequency of the electric
filed. The movement of the molecules will generate heat which is then transferred to the
rest of the material through diffusion. The IR camera will pick up the temperature variation
in the material thus revealing any defects. Volumetric heating is used for non-conducting
materials.
Instead, for conducting materials like metals and carbon fiber based composites, the
principle of eddy current heating is used (Zhang et al., 2017). Since, microwaves cannot
penetrate the conductor material an alternating electric field is generated which radiates
heats on the specimen’s surface. Surface currents are excited from the alternating electric
current thus resulting in an alternating magnetic field. A vortex electric field is finally
responsible for generating heat through the movement of electrons (Zhang et al., 2017).
Figure 56. Microwave thermography volumetric heating in dielectric material (left) and conductive material
(right)

Source: Zhang et al. (2017;5)

Discrete Fourier Transform is a commonly used data processing method with the
combination of a normalised or standardised contrast algorithm. Palumbo et al. (2015)
identify four parameters for identifying defective areas in a specimen with this technique.
● Tmax= the maximum temperature reached by each pixel during the test
independent of time as recorded by the IR camera
● The slope of thermal heating profile
● The linearity of the thermal heating profile
● The slope of thermal profile at the beginning of the cooling phase
The slope of the cooling curve can be calculated using linear regression and for undamaged
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areas the slope has zero value, while the linearity of the heating profile can be assessed by
the square of correlation coefficient (R2)
Figure 57. Thermal profile of damaged area (left) and undamaged (right)

Source: Palumbo et al. (2015;451)

Similarly, Fast Fourier transform is also used to solve the Discrete Fourier Transform To
obtain the amplitude and phase information for were processing the thermal image data
from MWT (Zhang et al., 2017)

3.1.2.7 Vibrothermography data collection and processing
Two variations of vibrothermography can be considered. Lock-in VT which is the equivalent
of lock-in thermography and the burst vibrothermography which is the equivalent of pulse
thermography. In both cases frequency can be modulated, in addition to the amplitude) in
order to cover a wider range of ultrasonic frequencies within the same test. A coupling
medium is normally used to help the transmission of the ultrasound intro the specimen as
well as to avoid any damage.
Vibrothermography is considered to be a very fast technique, even faster than pulse
thermography, where the acquisition ends as soon as the defect is detected by the IR
camera (Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009). Figure 58 presents the setup used in
vibrothermography.
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Figure 58. Typical setup of vibrothermography.

Source: Ibarra-Castanedo et al. (2009; 13).

The methods used for LT and PT signal processing, such as Fourier transform algorithms
can be applied on virbothermography, Principle Component Analysis and empirical
orthogonal functions (Ghorashi, et al., 2020; Ibarra-Castanedo et al., 2009). Signal
processing of vibrothermography doesn’t require excessive processing.

3.1.2.8 Ultrasonic testing data collection and processing methods
DATA COLLECTION
The equipment is capable to operate with Pulse Repetition Frequencies (PRFs) of up to 20
Khz, this allows in most cases to collect signals of up to (16 bits) at a sampling rate of
(100Ms). the data are acquired by means of the pulses generated by the encoder. In this
situation, depending on the extension of the areas to be examined and their thickness, it
can generate very large files for which data reduction and compression algorithms have
been foreseen so that they can be handled with a practically negligible loss of the signal
resolution.
A block diagram of a typical contemporary ultrasonic flaw detector is seen below. In the
analog front end, the pulser provides a high voltage impulse to the transducer at a selected
pulse repetition frequency, generating the outgoing ultrasonic wave. Echoes returning from
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the test piece are received by the transducer and converted back into electrical signals,
which in turn are fed into the receiver. The echoes are amplified as required and then
digitized by a high dynamic rage digitizer module that is capable of handling the wide
variation of signal amplitudes commonly seen in ultrasonic NDT. The microprocessorbased control and timing logic synchronizes the pulser and the digitizer, selecting the
portion of the wave train that will be further processed and displayed. A calibrator is
implemented to calibrate DC offset, gain, phase, and frequency response of the analog front
end through the digitizer. This calibration scheme ensures drift free operation, instrument
linearity, and unit to unit repeatability that is a major advantage of digital versus analog
signal processing in ultrasonic instruments.
Figure 59. UT process flow

Source: Own elaboration

Following digitization, the selected echoes from each data acquisition are stored in
memory. They are further processed by digital bandpass filters to optimize signal-to-noise.
Time varied gain (TVG) is applied if being employed. The processed echoes are then
analyzed through gate and time/amplitude measurement software as programmed by the
user, compressed as required for display purposes, and displayed on the instrument’s
display screen.
PROCESSING METHODS
In this section we advance the study of digital processing that allow us to obtain UT images
with an optimal signal-to-noise ratio. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (formula 1) is the level
of amplitude that separates a reflector from the background noise of the image. For its
calculation the following equation is used:
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Equation (1):

Stopband filter
The first processing module that acts on the traces that make up the time-of-flight
diffraction (TOFD) image is a band filter with a very low Q (selectivity factor). The objective
of this filter is to eliminate those components that are outside the transducer band, but
within the acquisition band. The transducer pass band is obtained according to the equation
(2).
Equation (2):

In general, they should be broadband filters so as not to distort the signals and, in particular,
avoid loss of resolution (where Q = B/fC ≈1, being B= bandwidth, fC = central frequency).
These filters are usually of second or third order at most, to keep its complexity within
reasonable limits. Consequently, the pass band has variations in amplitude and phase, the
transition to the attenuated band is slow and its attenuation is low. Additionally, they require
multiple analog components (R, L, C), whose precision determines the final characteristics
of the filter. Due to their volume, the systems have few cutoff frequency values for low-pass
and high-pass filters (typically 4 of each type), or band-pass filters (typically 8), what
supposes an additional limitation for the applications. DASEL has decided to completely
eliminate these elements, except for a small anti-overlap filter at the input of the converters,
made with a simple RLC network. The analog filters are replaced by a digital FIR filter that
is incorporated into the control logic. In addition to reducing the space occupied by this
important function, advantages derived from digital processing are obtained. The filter has
31 8-bit coefficients, programmable and symmetric, which allow the arbitrary definition of
cutoff frequencies and the type of filter (low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, etc.) with a linear
phase shift which ensures a minimum distortion of the signal.
Average or medium filter
When noise is superimposed on a periodic signal, it is possible to minimize its presence by
performing the successive addition of N traces, obtaining as a result the mean that has an
improved signal-to-noise ratio in square root of N. The values of N usually vary between 2
and 256 times. A very usual value is N = 16, which produces an improvement of 4 in the
signal-to-noise ratio. On the other hand, the penalty that the use of this filter has is the
effective reduction of the repetition frequency of the pulser (PRF), as shown by (3).
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Equation (3):

A lower value of effective PRF causes the reduction of the mechanical sweep speed.In the
case of working with PRF of 1000Hz and N = 16, the effective PRF is reduced to 62Hz,
therefore the scanning speed (for a 1mm pitch) is approximately 62mm / sec.
EMI filter
EMI filter In the actual TOFD applications it is common to find situations in which there is a
strong component of induced electromagnetic noise (EMI), due to electrical pulses in
motors, length of coaxial cables, Switching power supplies, radio signals, etc. Even in these
conditions, it is easy to find situations in which EMI noise, especially the one that has
impulsive components, appears superimposed on the signal when it has a small amplitude
(example of this are the signals that gives us the diffraction of cracks), which limits in
practice the dynamic range of the observable signals. For this type of noise there is a filter
called EMI that allows the elimination of impulsive noises within the transducer band. Its
operation is based on the fact that it is highly unlikely that in several successive acquisitions
carried out with aperiodic intervals, a simultaneity of the presence of impulsive noise will
occur in the same temporal positions. The EMI filter function automatically performs a
number of consecutive shots and acquisitions, with different time intervals between them,
analyzing the presence of non-repetitive signals that are eliminated. The number of shots
needed to perform this filtering can be optimized by statistical analysis. The cost of this
processing is an increase in the acquisition time and, therefore, in a reduction of the PRF.
In addition to the low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters that are usually used when
inspections are carried out with high-bandwidth probes, it is possible to use some filters
such as the EMI filter that will eliminate undesirable electrical signals that come from
outside of the equipment. in certain situations, such as welding equipment operating near
the inspection area. All the above can be done during data acquisition.
Additionally, the possibility offered by the ultrasonic equipment to have the entire data cube
of the inspections carried out, allows, in the analysis phase and offline, to process the data,
highlighting among others:
Alignment of the interface echoes which allows to make direct measurements of the depths
where the defects are found,
SAFT (Synthetic aperture focusing) ability to improve the horizontal dimensioning of
defects by eliminating the signal coming from the divergence of the sound beam.
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Manipulable color scales that allow the softening of the background of the images
eliminating the boil of the ultrasound signal, in addition to allowing to select between several
palettes that improve the contrasts.
Linearization of the scales used in transmission methods where the scales are not linear,
the use of this type of treatment will allow direct measurements on the images.
Virtual adjustment of the inspection gain, allows the increase and decrease of the gains
used during the test in a way that allows an analysis at the level that is required by the
procedure
The low pass, high pass, and band pass filters, in addition to being able to be performed in
the acquisition phase, can also be performed in the off-line analysis phase.

3.2 Use cases for carbody inspection equipment
According to the call to which GEARBODIES responded to, and to objectives set-up in the
project grant agreement, the use case for carbody inspection equipment is driven by the
following key aspects:
•

Inspection of composite coach carbody of sandwich or monolithic type; Based on
the limited information available at this stage concerning the prototype carbody
developed by PIVOT2, i.e., the specific type(s) of construction used in their
demonstrator PIVOT2 at the time of submission of D 1.1., as well as general stateof-the-art for this type of construction form available literature, the following types of
materials are considered as suitable for constructing carbodies. Specifically, for the
sandwich types of composites the combinations will be carbon fibre or Reinforced
Polymer (GRP) skins with polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foam or alternatively with
aluminium core. For the monolithic materials a CFRP and a GRP variant are
proposed. The overall thickness of the materials is expected to be up to 50mm.

•

Inspection conditions (as location, maintenance workshop environmental
conditions, possible standards, access to and interfaces with the vehicle, etc.)

•

Inspection targets (as time, accuracy, Probability of Detection, etc.);

•

Impact/input to maintenance procedures (inc. schedule, further actions, etc.);

•

Alignment with concept developed as technology demonstrator (TD) 1.3 of S2R IP1,
within the PIVOT2 project.

There are two different use cases for the carbody inspection equipment which will be
considered in GEARBODIES: a general use case and a specific use case.
The general use case for the carbody inspeciton equipment is that it will be used to inspect
railway vehicle carbody structures of operational railway vehicles using NDT where the
carbody structure composition is entirely made, or has a significant proportion, of
composite materials.
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The specific use case for the carbody inspection equipment is that it will be used to inspect
the vehicle carbody structure of the PIVOT2 project prototype demonstrator composite
carbody, to demonstrate that efficient and effective inspections of such carbodies are
possible. The specific use case is entirely encompassed within the definition of the general
use case, being a specific example of it.
The general and specific use cases may be refined by considering three main categories of
key elements and scenarios of the use cases:
•

When the equipment will be used and what will it be expected to inspect,

•

What will the inspections be expected to detect,

•

What conditions the inspection equipment will be expected to operate in.

3.2.1 When
There are two main stages in a railway vehicle lifecycle when inspections will take place,
i.e., those that are carried out during production, and those which take place during the
operational life of the vehicle.
The production inspections may include inspection of parts, material and sub-assemblies,
as well as the accuracy and integrity of the structure and joints/bonding during the erecting
of the vehicle, and, finally, inspections associated with certification of the vehicle at the end
of the production process.
The inspections during commercial operation are carried out to assess the condition of the
vehicle during its service life to ensure it is safe to continue operating and detect any defects
which might lead to further deterioration. Inspections during commercial operation can be:
•

regular scheduled inspection;

•

more detailed type of inspection that can be triggered by regular visual inspection
detecting defects or suspected defects

•

inspections that can be triggered by a known or suspected damaging event or
triggered after immediately obvious damage or failure is detected.

Inspection during commercial operation forms part of the inspection and maintenance
policy, which should include a damage tolerance policy that should specify what damage
inspections must find. The inspection regime forms part of the structural health
management regime for the vehicle in which the defect type and size, defect propagation
rate, and inspection frequency are interdependent, i.e. the damage tolerance relative to the
detectability of damage.
The use case for the GEARBODIES inspection equipment is that it is only intended for
inspections during commercial operation, although it could have other applications.
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3.2.2 What
Railway vehicles are made up of a variety of structures, sub-assemblies, sub-systems, and
components. The general use case for the GEARBODIES inspection equipment involves
NDT inspection of vehicle carbody side, principally passenger vehicles, since these tend to
have large side areas which are integral to the structure of the vehicle. For reasons of
operating efficiency, it is desirable to have these structures as light as possible, hence the
advantages of adopting composite structure technologies; however, the focus on mass
reduction in designs can leave the structure vulnerable to fatigue and damage (compared
to a more robust, heavier structure), and this vulnerability can be offset with inspections to
ensure the structural health of the vehicle. The running gear and other equipment on railway
vehicles have their own inspection processes and procedures, which are outside the scope
for the GEARBODIES inspection equipment.
The carbody structure of a railway vehicle can be considered as consisting of five major
areas, as illustrated in Figure 60:
•

Sidewalls, windows and doors – referred to here and hearfter as the “sides”;

•

Front and rear ends;

•

Roof;

•

Underframe;

•

Interior.

The use case for the GEARBODIES inspection equipment if for the NDT inspection of
composite carbody side structures (including bonding/joining of sub-structures) from the
exterior surface. The inspection of the sides from the exterior is considered as the scope
for the equipment, as the sides represent the largest areas on the vehicle structure for
inspection and the external sides generally offer smooth surfaces suitable for automated
NDT techniques. A specific focus will be given to the lower sections of the sides between
the windows and the underframe in order to detect possible impact damage caused by
flying ballast or other loose objects on the rail tracks.
The other areas are not considered as they are less suitable for automated NDT. The
internal surface of the structures might be hidden by interior finishes and might not have a
smooth finish. The underframe would be expected to have significant areas of equipment
fitted obstructing inspection. The roof might also have equipment fitted and a non-smooth
surface and is generally less structurally critical area with lower loadings. The ends have
less area, much of which is often taken up with other equipment, meaning there is less
advantage to autonomous NDT inspection of these areas of the structure.
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Figure 60. Areas of a railway vehicle carbody

Source: REFRESCO (2014)

3.2.3 Operating conditions for the inspection equipment
The inspection equipment is expected to be operated at a vehicle heavy maintenance or
refurbishment facility, or specialist inspection area at such a facility, with the carbody
mounted on bogies. One of the main important distinctions between such a facility and the
general everyday light maintenance and stabling facility the vehicles are operated from
would be the space available around the vehicle for maintenance and inspection activities.
However, a suitable operating environment could be provided at light maintenance facility
if inspections were to be carried out frequently and it was considered more operationally
convenient to do this where/near the vehicles are based in service. Therefore, in general this
means that the operating conditions for the inspection equipment are expected to be an
industrial building with rail vehicle access, with the rails embedded at floor surface level
with at least 1.5m either side of the vehicle and additional space at either end of the vehicle.

3.2.4 Detailed general use case for the GEARBODIES inspection equipment
The detailed general use case for the GEARBODIES inspection equipment involves:
● Inspecting carbodies that are using new lightweight materials with NDT at
intervals throughout their service lives, with an inspection process comparable
with metal-based carbodies in terms of timescale, cost and complexity;
● Effective inspection of composite (monolithic and sandwich) and hybrid carbody
structures from the exterior side of the vehicle (based on thermography and
ultrasonic technology);
● Automated recognition and assessment of typical defects and damage on
composite carbody shells customised for developed thermography and
ultrasonic techniques;
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● Automated scanning of the carbody shell in railway maintenance facility
environment;
● Producing inspection results, which, combined with full maintenance, inspection
and structural health policy, meet the regulatory requirements for ensuring the
vehicle is safe to operate in service throughout its operating life;
● The outputs of the inspection will be used as part of the digital
maintenance/inspection record of the vehicle, and to establish if the vehicle is in
a suitable condition to operate (according to requirements of regulations and
standards) and/or determine the level of actions required (further inspection,
schedule repair, remove from traffic, etc.).

3.3 Assessment and recommendations for further work
The following section consists of the assessment that has been carried out on various
promising NDT techniques that can be used to fulfil the requirements listed in Section 4,
with the aim of shortlisting the most potential ones that would be capable of inspecting
effectively a composite carbody shell within 12 hours. A qualitative ordinal scale in
conjunction with a colour coding scale (see Table 17 and Table 18) to operate the
equipment as well as to interpret and process the data. to operate the equipment as well as
to interpret and process the data.
Equipment cost: The cost of the equipment. Lower cost methods score with +, ++ while
expensive with -, --.

Table 17 has been used to assess the various methods against key parameters when
evaluating inspection techniques. The assessment is presented at Table 19. For example,
++ would indicate that a technique is very capable of detecting the indicated type of defect.
In contrary, for parameters such as the level of training or equipment cost where the
techniques are evaluated with high (++), this makes them less desirable and have been
colour coded with red.
● Definition of the parameters for the inspection techniques:
● Defect detection (Impact, delamination, disbond): The ability to detect the
aforementioned types of defects in the inspected area.
● Defect sizing: The ability to accurately evaluate the size of the defect directly or
through post processing
● Depth determination: The ability to detect accurately the depth that the defect is
located
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● Portability: The ability of the technique being mobile. i.e. does the equipment have
to be permanently installed in a location or can it be packed and deployed in the
field
● One side inspection: The ability of the inspection technique to be able to inspect
a specimen only from one side without requiring access to its back side or
internals. This is a key requirement of the inspection system to be developed
since the inspection will only take place from the outside area of the carbody. In
addition, some of the techniques might score low due to their inability to detect
deep defects due to the thickness of the material, thus requiring the back side of
the specimen to be inspected as well.
● Field of view: This parameter refers to the size of the area that can be inspected
at a time. For some of the techniques a numerical value is given when it is known.
Thermography techniques can inspect large areas up to 1 m 2. Other techniques
might be classified with spot or and line, meaning that they can inspect only a
spot or a line of the specimen. For both eddy current methods, the inspection
area depends on the radius of the induction coil that is used which is limited to a
few centimetres. The field of view is also a key parameter since it affects the
inspection speed.
● Couplant required: Some inspection techniques require the use of a couplant
material (like a jelly or film) that can transfer energy from the transducer to the
specimen. This is usually required in ultrasonic methods like ultrasonic testing
and vibrothermography.
● Inspection speed: How fast can a specimen be scanned. This depends on the
field of view and the scientific principles behind each method. For example,
thermography, especially the optical methods, can inspect large areas with the
heating process taking a few seconds, while the camera is recording the heating
and cooling phase. This is also another key requirement for the inspection
system since the use of extremely time-consuming methods will cause
excessive down time for the carbodies
● Ease of automation: This parameter refers to how easy it is to automate an
inspection method that is currently performed manually
● Level of training: The level of training and expertise required for the operator that
will carry out the inspection. Overcomplicated techniques require more hours of
training for the operator to be qualified enough to operate the equipment as well
as to interpret and process the data.
● Equipment cost: The cost of the equipment. Lower cost methods score with +,
++ while expensive with -, --.
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Table 17. Assessment scale

Very poor
--

Poor
-

Average
0

Good
+

Excellent
++

Table 18. Assessment colour coding

Poor

Fair

Excellent
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Table 19. Assessment of various NDT methods

Inspection
Characteristics

Tap
Test

Visual
inspection

Thermography

Ultrasonic testing

PT

LT

SH

LIT

ECT

MWT

VT

PA

LUT

PE

RES

Shearography

Radiography

Eddy
current
testing

Impact
Delamin.
Disbond
Defect sizing
Depth estimation
Portability
One side
inspection

+
0
0
0
++

+
0
++

++
0
++
+
+
0

++
0
++
+
+
0

++
0
++
+
+
0

++
0
++
+
+
-

++
0
++
+
+
+

++
0
++
+
+
0

+
0
+
+
+
-

+
++
++
++
++
++

++
0
0
0
0
0

+
++
++
+
++
++

0
0
0
+

++
0
+
+

++
++
++
++
+
0

++
++
++
+
+
+

++

-

+

++

++

++

++

++

++

+

+

+

+

++

-

+

Field of view

Spot

Spot

Spot/
line
No
++(1)

Coil
size
No
+

line

line

220x160mm

No
+

Yes
-

Probe
size
Yes
++

line

No
0

~
1m2
No
+

Spot

No
0

~
1m2
No
+

~0.4m2

Coupland required
Inspection speed
Ease of
Automation
Level of training
Equipment cost

~
1m2
No
++

No
+

Yes
+

No
+

No
+

~0.25
m2
No
-

+

++

++

++

++

++

+

0

+

+

+

+

0

++

-

-

++

++

0
0

0
0

0
0

++
-

+
0

++
-

++
-

+
0

+
-

+
+

+
0

+
-

++
0

+
0

Defect
type

(1)

Depends on camera capabilities such as frame rate. Therefore, the camera would have to have a fast frame rate to keep up with the temperature changes during the movement speed
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Coil size
No
0

Based on the techniques, including their advantages and limitations, that have been
presented in section 3 so far, many NDT methods are commercially available and could
potentially be applicable for the inspection of the composite rail carbody shells. Specifically,
based on the literature and the assessment that has been carried out in Table 19, there is
no single NDT method that does not score positively for the inspection parameters that
have been set.
The question that arises is which of these NDT methods can carry out the task more
effectively and is more suitable for the requirements. The key requirements are 1) ability to
detect the aforementioned defects, 2) one side inspection, 3) field of view, 4) inspection
speed, 5) defect sizing and depth estimation.
Visual inspection and tap testing can only be considered as supplementary methods and
could be used as a first level of inspection and would be unnecessary if the carbody is to be
fully inspected and not selectively.
Radiography is excluded due to its inability for one side inspection as well as its complexity
and safety considerations in a maintenance depot type of environment. Eddy current
testing is also excluded for its lack of speed, not so easy automation and complexity.
The last two remaining groups of inspection techniques such as thermography and
ultrasonic testing, seem to be able to perform positively when combined together.
The type of defects that are of major importance for the inspection of the carbodies are
mostly impact damage and can be detected by both thermography and UT methods.
Although, thermography scores in the middle for detecting delaminations, such defect can
be instead detected by UT methods. Optical thermography techniques, such as PT, LT, SH,
excluding LIT, are all standard techniques that are used in the industry and require the same
type of equipment such as IR camera, controller, with the exception the of different
excitation sources that are used (either flash or halogen lamps), can all be performed
together while offering very good inspection speed and field of view at the same time. Also,
their defect sizing and depth estimation ability can be supplemented by UT methods.
Supplementary criteria such as ease of automation, portability and level of training are also
very satisfactory thus making these 3 techniques very suitable. Another thermography
technique that is also very suitable for composite sandwich materials is eddy current
thermography which can also be automated and be part of the proposed inspection system.
The remaining thermography inspection techniques seem to be more complex and will be
more difficult to automate and deploy in the gantry inspection system.
For the ultrasonic testing methods, the one-sided inspection is a key parameter thus
making air coupling and/or through transmission methods excluded. Therefore, Phased
Array and pulse echo and even more Laser UT, are able of one-sided inspection. In addition,
Resonance method is excluded for materials without metal core, thus making this method
only suitable for the CF sandwich materials with aluminium core. In terms of detection
capabilities PA and PE are framed in the same section since the physics of operation of
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both are the same. Therefore, the detection capacity as well as the type of defects in both
cases are the same.
The ability of PA, PE to detect defects in both delamination, disbonding and impact is very
good, only a small differentiation is made since the first two are subsurface defects and in
the case of impacts they are superficial indications, which coincide with the transition zone
between probe and material, an area where the wavefront has not yet fully formed in
addition to the presence of the reflected signals from the interface. This is why there may
be a signal-to-noise ratio that can attenuate some extent the detection capacity of the
technique, although these difficulties can be reduced by using delay lines and using the
probes in an independent mode of transmission and reception. In the case of inspection
through the use of excitation LUT, the situation is inverse to that of Phased Array and Pulse
Eco, since in this case the capacity to detect surface defects is very high, but this capacity
decreases exponentially when we find subsurface defects, the resolution and sensitivity of
the signals obtained with this method is greatly affected by the depth of the defect,
decreasing its capabilities the greater the depth of the defect. In any case, the system
depends a lot on the material and the geometry of the component to be examined, which is
why it is essential to modify the energy and reception sensor parameters to optimize the
technique. For the resonance method is the most complex of the three since it tends to
work better in materials with a homogeneous structure, as it is a technique in which the
component is made to resonate, the range of frequencies that is required to be used when
the material is not homogeneous, is critical and not always possible for all component parts
in which case it would be necessary to define in procedure the limitations of the test.
In terms of defect sizing both PA, PE and LUT perform very well while resonance method
cannot be used for indicating size defect. Similarly, for depth detection both PA, PE have
the ability to position the defect in depth, while LUT has great precision for surface defects
although in the case of subsurface defects its ability is greatly reduced thus making LUT
more of detection technique. In the case of resonance, this technique does not capacity to
place the indications in depth.
In the case of field of view, PA and PE depend on the probe size. PA being able to have a
large number of elements arranged in this case in line, can perform scans of up to 100mm
per pass. In the case of Pulse echo, we only have 1 or 2 elements, so inspections must be
carried out in grids and the sweep will be carried out covering the lines of the established
grid. For LUT sweeping lines are used same as PE. For resonance, it is necessary to carry
out line sweeps on grids in order not to lose the low resolution available.
In terms of inspection speed, it is dependent on the field of vision, so the highest inspection
speed will be that obtained by the Phased Array, which allows the mechanics of the system
not to have to carry out as many passes over the same area as occurs in the case of Pulse
Echo, Laser UT and resonance. The speed will not be limited by the acquisition, therefore
speeds of up to 150mm (linear) / s can be achieved in all cases.
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Furthermore, laser-ultrasonics has shown great efficiency for inspection of honeycomb
sandwich and polymer-matrix composite materials. Due to the fact that many parameters
that would define the system requirements have not been defined at the moment of D 1.1.’s
submission, due to the absence of input from PIVOT2 project, it is estimated that the most
promising methods could be Phased Array UT, Laser ultrasonics and Resonance method
(in certain use cases).
Therefore, the shortlisted methods are the following:
Table 20. Potential shortlisted NDT methods for further investigation

Infrared Thermography
Pulse thermography
Lock-in Thermography
Step heating
Eddy current thermography

Ultrasonic testing
Phased-Array PA PE UT
Laser ultrasonic testing
Resonance method

The shortlisted techniques in Table 20 will be further assessed, through simulation in WP2,
for the ability to identify defects in the materials types of materials listed under section 4.1
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4 Higher level requirements for inspection equipment for
composite railway vehicle carbody
The following section describes the high-level requirements for the inspection system of
the composite carbody.

4.1 Functional and operational requirements
Functional requirements for the GERBODIES inspection equipment could be defined as
follows:
FR-01: Inspect the sides of composite sandwich rail carbody structures, focusing on the
sections on the side sections between roof and underframe for the full length of the vehicle.
The scanning system should be automated with minimal operator intervention and be able
to store raw data and images of the inspected areas for post processing. The system must
be capable of inspecting the vehicle only from its external side and regardless of the coating,
painting or wrappings that could be present on the sides.
FR-02: The equipment shall be capable of a complete thermograph and ultrasound scan of
composite carbody sides comprised of composite or monolithic materials of up to 50mm
overall thickness. Materials included within the capabilities of the equipment will be Carbon
Fibre or Glass Reinforced Polymer (GRP) skinned sandwich materials with polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) foam or aluminium honeycomb core. The monolithic materials will be
of GRP or CF materials.
FR-03: The equipment shall be capable of inspecting (scan and process – automated
assessment, image fusion and recognition of defects) both sides (left and right) of a vehicle
(typical passenger vehicle) within a time period of no more than 12hours.
FR-04: Scan results must include location information relative to the carbody
reference/positioning system.
FR-05: The precision and limits for detection, assessment, and recognition of defects for
the ultrasound sub-system shall be:
FR-05a: The following types of defects must be detected and recognised: surface
impact-damage/delamination/de-bonding/crack-fracture/water ingress.
FR-05b: Defects must be able to be detected regardless of their orientation relative
to the carbody surface.
FR-05c: Defects of the maximum tolerable size for each combination of defect type,
orientation and inspection interval must be detected3. For the demonstrator (specific
use case) defects of sizes and orientations significant to the structural health of the

3

To be defined at a later stage.
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material type and its application in railway vehicle carbodies must be detected.
FR-06: The precision and limits for detection, assessment, and recognition of defects for
the thermography sub-system shall be:
FR-06a: The following types of defects must be detected and recognised: surface
impact-damage/delamination/de-bonding/crack-fracture/water ingress.
FR-06b: Defects must be able to be detected regardless of their orientation relative
to the carbody surface.
FR-06c: Defects of the maximum tolerable size for each combination of defect type,
orientation and inspection interval must be detected. The maximum size and
orientations of the defects will be significant to the structural health of the material
type and its application in railway vehicle carbodies4.
Concerning the positioning System:
FR-07: The positioning sub-system, which positions the ultrasonic and thermograph subsystems for the scanning process, shall be capable of operating in a railway vehicle
maintenance facility environment (workshop), i.e.:
•

It shall be capable of crossing railway lines embedded in the inspection area floor;

•

The width of the equipment platform and turning circle/manoeuvrability shall enable
it to run between lines of vehicles in a maintenance facility and get from one side of
a vehicle being inspected to another.

•

The equipment shall be able to operate in an undercover non-temperature-controlled
environment

•

It must be able to operate under different kinds of indoor ambient lighting that may
cause reflections on the inspected area

•

The equipment shall be capable of a complete scan of the vehicle bodyside from a
surface at rail level

FR-08: The NDT devices shall be positioned precisely relative to the carbody reference
(vertical +/- 5mm, longitudinal +/- 10mm) taking into account the typical length, height and
profile shape of EU rail vehicle carbody. In the lateral direction, the positioning (and precision
of the positioning) of NDT devices relative to the carbody that the the positioning system
shall achieve will be determined by how each of the inspection techniques work5. In addition,
the flash/ halogen lamps and camera for pulsed and optical lock-in thermography shall be
placed at a lateral distance from 50 cm up to 1.5 m from the carbody surface6.

Ibid
Ibid
6
Such values will be only determined experimentally which is common in IR thermography
4
5
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FR-09: The equipment shall identify the location of the defect relative to the carbody
reference to a precision of +/- 10mm in the vertical direction and +/- 50mm in the
longitudinal direction. This location must be made available to scanning/scan-processing
sub-systems through an interface.
FR-10: The equipment shall record the location of a defect relative to the carbody reference
along with the detection, assessment, and recognition record.

4.2 RAMS and LCC requirements
RAM
The inspection equipment does not form part of the equipment for operating train services,
therefore, its failure would not cause immediate disruption to services or have an immediate
impact on safety. However, failure could cause a delay to the return to service, and
therefore, affect the availability of vehicles. This would lead to disruption of the economic
activities of the operator and entity carrying out the inspections. Serious failure of the
equipment resulting in it being unavailable for long periods of time would seriously affect
the economic activities of the operator and entity carrying out the inspections, with the
possibility that the operator would not have enough vehicles available (inspected and
certified as safe to operate) to operate their services.
RL-01: The equipment shall be able to operate continuously for at least 12 hours, or the subsystems operate for sufficient portions of that time to enable the required inspections of a
vehicle to be completed.
Safety
SS-01: Equipment must be continuously monitored or checked regularly to ensure it is
functioning correctly and not returning false negative results. This could be either through
continuous monitoring of the equipment to verify that is working or checks during each
inspection session such as using the equipment to inspect test/calibration samples with
known defects to ensure the system is working correctly and detecting defects.
SS-02: Operation of the equipment should not cause hazards to personnel or other assets
in the surrounding area, measures and procedures must be in place to mitigate any hazards
which can’t be eliminated to an acceptable level. Hazard analysis must be carried out to
identify all possible hazards from operating the equipment (such as collision between
automated equipment and personnel, fire hazards from heat sources, eye damage from IR
thermography) and appropriate measures and procedures identified and implemented to
mitigate against the hazards.
SS-02a: When thermography system is in operation, personnel in working/affected
area should wear suitable eye protection to prevent damage from infrared radiation
only in case they need to directly look at the power source (only relevant to pulse
thermography). Access to working/affected area should be controlled/managed to
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ensure compliance with PPE requirements.
SS-03: The equipment shall have failsafe mechanisms (emergency shut off button) to avoid
the damage during operation to the NDT systems on board, human life or property (i.e.
carbody, workshop infrastructure)
Security
The equipment is not an immediate security risk, as unauthorised access or interference
with the system does not present an immediate risk to operating trains; however, the
equipment and data are essential to ensuring trains are safe to operate, and it must be
possible to rely on the data generated and stored on the equipment as being a true and
accurate reflection of the condition of the vehicle. Therefore, the use of the equipment and
the data generated must be secure, traceable and free from interference.
SS-04: The equipment, data generated, and stored data should me secured so that:
•

Only authorised users may access and utilise the operating systems of the
equipment;

•

Each use of the system should be associated with the authorised operator for
traceability;

•

Data on the equipment is only accessible to authorised users and interfaces;

•

Data is transferred through secure connections.

LCC
LC-01: The inspection process (including setup, equipment, facilities, and personnel costs)
should be comparable with cost of similar process for metal-based carbodies in terms of
timescale, costs and complexity. The contribution of the inspection process to the LCC of
operating a fleet of vehicles shall at least not exceed the expected reductions in LCC
obtained from using vehicles with light-weight composite structures.

4.3 Requirements related to compliance with standards and regulation
CR-RAM-01: The equipment lifecycle shall comply with all relevant regulations and
standards for procurements, operation, and disposal of the equipment, such as Waste
Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) regulations.
CR-T-01: The equipment shall meet all standardised requirements and regulations for
equipment for the inspection of safety critical guided transport systems/vehicles. Where
regulation and legislation does not consider the inspection procedures and processed
employed by the equipment should be compatible with minimum changes to regulation and
legislation necessary to take into account inspection procedures and processed employed
by the equipment with the same or higher level of safety.
CR-SS-01: Health and safety of public and workers.
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CR-SS-02: The assessed risk associated with the OD & TID system shall be compliant with
the risk assessment procedures and acceptable levels of risk required by standards and
regulation.
CR-SS-03: The equipment shall comply with radar frequency regulation ETSI TR 102 704
v1.2.1 :2012-03 if radar is used
CR-SS-04: The equipment shall comply with laser eye safety class regulations EN 608251:2014 (VDE 0837-1) if active laser sensors are used

4.4 Performance requirements (KPIs)
Generally:
•

Scan composite bodysides of a typical passenger vehicle in less than 12 hours in
railway maintenance environment;

•

At least reliably detecting defects and damage which would be predicted to
approach critical size before next inspection. [more stringent detection performance
criteria might be applied if it is required to maintain the vehicle body structure (e.g. it
might be more economically efficient to detect and repair a small defect/damage
now rather that let the condition deteriorate further requiring a more extensive repair
later)]

•

Inspection, processing, and assessment of results to be autonomous;

•

Operation of equipment to be cost effective and not require extensive/invasive
procedures to prepare the vehicle for inspection, or large teams of operators for the
inspection process.
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5 Specifications for inspection equipment for composite
railway vehicle carbody
The following section describes the specifications that the inspection system for the
composite carbody shall have based on the two main methods that will be deployed,
thermography and ultrasonic testing

5.1 Technical specifications for thermography inspection system
A system capable of carrying out Infrared thermography inspection that can carry out the
following types of thermography in reflection mode:
● pulsed
● step heating
● optical lock-in

5.1.1 Thermal excitation system
In order to carry out pulsed, step heating and lock-in thermography the thermal excitation
should consist of flash lamps (for pulsed) and halogen lamps (for lock-in and step heating).
Flash lamps shall carry angular reflectors for variable angles in order to concentrate the
radiative power accordingly to the operating conditions if required. The flash lamp must
deliver enough and uniform energy at the surface of the carbody materials. The uniformity
of energy is important especially for curved areas. The number and the energy level (power)
of each flash lamp must be determined relating to thermophysical properties, thickness and
geometry of selected carbody composites materials. Ideally such values could be up to 6kJ
radiative energy for each flash lamp and up to 1.5 kW for halogen lamps. In both cases there
should be ideally at least 2 lamps of each type. The flash duration is often on the order of 2
milliseconds or less while for lock-in thermography the, the relevant frequency sweep phase
is within 0.001 – 1 Hz (Farmaki et al. 2020). The frequency and duration of the radiated
energy shall be determined during WP2 and WP3 in simulations and lab trials on the
specimens.
In addition, the system will need to carry flash generators (Figure 61) for controlling each
flash lamp, capable of adjusting the energy to higher and lower levels according to the
needs. A controller rack will also be required to provide connectivity and control between all
devices such as:
● Excitation devices: trigger the flash lamps and control the halogen lamps by
controlling the time duration and frequency of the thermal wave according to the
technique used
● IR camera: start/stop of the IR camera and data acquisition
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● Laptop: The laptop will be used to connect via ethernet and provide telnet
commands to the controller rack for controlling the lamps. Image pre and post
processing will be carry out with a combination of commercial and in-house
developed software.
Figure 61. Portable flash generator (left) and flash lamp (right) for pulsed thermography.

Source: Hensel (2021)
Figure 62. Infrared thermography controller for pulsed, step and lockin heating

Source: Visiooimage (2021)

The complete thermal excitation system must be lightweight and adapted so it can be
mounted on an automated and/or robotic gantry type carbody inspection system. Figure
63 presents how the systems will be connected together7.

The pulse thermography system is shown to be installed on a tripod. The actual prototype will not require tripods for mounting the
lamps. Instead only mounting arms will be required as show on top of the tripod holding the flash lamp.
7
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Figure 63. IRT systems connectivity

Source: Visiooimage (2021)

5.1.2 Technical specifications for Infrared Camera
The Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NETD) is a measure for how well a thermal
imaging detector can distinguish between very small differences in thermal radiation in the
image. NETD is typically being expressed in milli-Kelvin (mK). It is also sometimes referred
to as “Thermal Contrast”. When the noise is equivalent to the smallest measurable
temperature difference, the detector has reached its limit of its ability to resolve a useful
thermal signal. The more noise there is, the higher the NETD value of the detector
(moviTHERM, 2021).
Typical values for uncooled, micro-bolometer detector thermal cameras are on the order of
45 mK (moviTHERM, 2021). Scientific cameras with photon based and cryogenically cooled
detectors can achieve NETD values of about 18 mK but are highly expensive. The noise
measurement value should be specified at a particular object temperature, as this impacts
the measurement.
An example of images recorded by two different cameras with different NETD of 60 mK and
80 mK is given in Figure 64.
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Figure 64. Comparison of NETD between IR camera

Source: MoviTHERM (2021)

The areas in the image with 80 mK show significantly more noise compared to that with
the 60 mK camera. 20 mK difference doesn’t seem like much, but it has a potentially huge
impact on the image quality and measurement accuracy.
The uncooled micro-bolometer IR sensor is recommended in order to avoid any cooling
process during inspection. The NETD must be lower than 50 mK with a time-to-image of
less than 1 second and an operating temperature range from -20 °C to 60°C. Other sensor
parameters must be defined with the sensor supplier such as resolution, pixel pitch, frame
rate in frequency, total weight depends on what is commercially available. The complete IR
camera must be lightweight in order to be mounted on an automatic and /or robotic
inspection system.
The scanning speed cannot be less than 25 frames; otherwise, the corresponding speed is
too slow, and the error is too large. As for the inﬂuence of system noise and the error of the
thermal imaging system during detection, an image-processing algorithm in the later
stages of detection usually compensates for these (Zhi Qu, 2020).
An example for a good performing camera within the aforementioned characteristics and
relative affordable can be the FLIR A 655sc which is an uncooled microbolometer with the
following characteristics:
Table 21. Technical details of FLIR A655sc IR camera.

IR resolution
Thermal sensitivity/NETD
Filed of view

Image frequency
window

in

640x 480 pixels @ 50 Hz
< 0.03°C @ +30°C / 30 mK
45° × 34° (55° diagonal)
there also other variants
of the camera lens with
smaller field of view
full 50 Hz (100/200 Hz with
windowing)

Source: FLIR (2021)
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5.2 Technical specification for ultrasound inspection system
The challenges of GEARBODIES focus on three main areas:
•

Develop a novel one side inspection technique, with large bandwidth and low
insertion losses. Such a technology is not commercially available and must be
developed by the consortium. Array techniques will increase overall throughput,
while allowing corrective actions for some transducer-part misalignments, not
possible with conventional mono/multi-element probes. The main challenge is to
adapt the high acoustic impedance of the transducer to the low impedance of air to
minimize insertion losses and get an acceptable sensitivity while achieving a
wideband response of the transducer and a high spatial resolution.

•

Obtain air-coupled /partial immersion inspection techniques with resolution and
sensitivity comparable to actual state of the art water coupled solutions. Although
arrays themselves provide improved resolution and contrast when compared to
single-element transducers, that is not enough for air-coupled applications. For
example, slight misalignments or subtle changes in the component geometry, can
lead to a strong modification of the ultrasound path because of the large refraction
index between air and composite materials, probably producing severe signal losses.
This is an important challenge for Non-Contact Ultrasound Inspection Machine of
Highly Integrated Composites (NUTHIC).

•

Development of an adaptive inspection device able to move inside closed structures
of changing shape. Such device will be placed inside the closed structure to be
inspected and will be guided by its inner walls that act as a reference. No elbows or
big change of curvatures are expected. A motorized solution will be provided to
control the inspection device position inside the closed structure and a set of
sensors will be used to monitor its real position in relation to the starting point. The
mechanical structure will be designed to be easily adjusted/updated to different
sizes of closed structures. A second inspection head will track the inner device to
perform through-transmission inspection. Coordination between both devices is
essential, being other of the project challenges.

Figure 65. Array vs Mono-element PE

Source: DASEL own elaboration

DASEL is in charge of the ultrasound system development, due to its experience in the
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design and manufacture of inspection systems (conventional and phased array). For this
task, during the last years, has developed an innovative process to manufacture
transducers and array probes adapted for emission and reception in air. Preliminary trials
have shown the potential of this technology for the inspection of composite material, with
improved resolution and contrast because of their focusing and linear scan capabilities, as
it is shown in this work.
A first step to address the ultrasonic challenges has been the development of innovative
concepts for air-coupled ultrasound. At this initial stage, this has been carried out for monoelements, being the new technology currently extended to array probes. Since air-coupled
electronics is more conventional, here we present the most innovative results.
Air coupled ultrasound faces some issues not found with the more conventional watercoupled inspections. Among them, high acoustic impedance mismatch, transducer
bandwidth, spatial resolution and signal levels must be taken into account. These issues
will be addressed in the project as described in the following subsections.
Figure 66. Complete Airscope System

Source: DASEL own elaboration

5.2.1 Transducer bandwidth
More recently, the use of several stacked matching layers offers higher sensitivity (25 to 30
dB) and larger bandwidths for air-coupled operation, approaching the levels of transducers
designed for immersion. We have used this approach in the design of the new Sonojet and
Sonowide transducers. Sonojet transducers produce collimated and wideband beams,
while the Sonowide ones are not collimated.
Every matching layer in the stack is tuned to a slightly different frequency to cover the
maximum bandwidth by overlapping their responses. Different designs are used for emitter
and receiver transducers to make them operate at the maximum efficiency point on the
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complex impedance plot for their respective roles.
Figure 67 shows the temporal and spectral response of a 400 KHz air-coupled Sonowide
transducer. A maximum two-way sensitivity of -30 dB is reached at 480 KHz, while the
useful bandwidth extends from 340 to 580 KHz within ±3 dB (60% relative bandwidth).
These figures are comparable to the levels found for immersion transducers.
Figure 67. a) Sonowide transducers; b) two-way temporal and frequency responses of a 400 KHz
transducer.

Source: DASEL own elaboration

5.2.2 Spatial resolution
A further issue is to satisfy the resolution requirements. Working frequency is usually kept
below 1 MHz and disk-shaped piezocomposites for these relatively low frequencies have a
typical diameter from 15 to 25 mm (more wide than thick to reduce lateral modes). Since
the beam width is, at least, 2/3 the transducer diameter, lateral resolution becomes limited.
However, sometimes, a wide beam is desirable to cover a larger area and introduce more
sound energy in the inspected part. This is frequently the case with widely spaced
honeycomb cores, where spatial resolution is less important than robustness and contrast
for flaw detection. This reason leaded the development of the Sonowide technology.
However, in other cases like solid CFRP laminates, resolution must be kept well below the
acceptance level, typically set at 6x6 mm. A spatial resolution of 2 mm should be offered in
these cases, which cannot be achieved with unfocused transducers.
Increasing resolution has been addressed in the past with a spherical transducer surface.
Typical focal depth ranges from 25 to 50 mm and spot size can be made as small as 1 mm.
However, spherical focusing produces rays with high incidence angle. Due to the high airsolid refraction index, the critical angle is αC ≈ 6.5º (CFRP).
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Figure 68 shows this effect for a 25 mm diameter transducer spherically focused at 48 mm
and a laminated CFRP part at this range. Rays shown in red arrive at angles above αC and,
thus, become reflected. Besides, a fraction of the incident sound entering the part (shown
in green) is refracted away. Only a small part of the rays entering the inspected part arrive
to the receiver. This arrangement, although providing good resolution, is not quite efficient.
With air-coupled ultrasound, there is no room for transducer inefficiencies.
We addressed this problem in a different way. We designed a mirror arrangement that
behaves like a Cassegrain-Newtonian telescope to collimate (instead of concentrate) the
beam. The collimated beam produces a plane wavefront whose angle of incidence is
nominally 0º and does not present the problems above. We call this kind of air coupled
transducer Sonojet, mimic its behavior as a collimated sound jet.
Figure 69 shows the working principle of a 400 KHz Sonojet transducer (a), field amplitude
(b), lateral profile (c) and phase (d). Mirror parameters were tailored to produce a 2 mm wide
collimated beam, obtaining a 2.1 mm wide beam at -6 dB, (panel c). Sidelobes with a
transient excitation are lower than these shown. The collimated nature of the beam is
evident in panel (b) and, particularly, in panel (d): phase in any direction normal to the
propagation axis is constant within the beam extent, characteristic of a plane wave. Further,
the design is compact and relatively easy to align in through-transmission configurations.
Figure 68. Part of the sound produced by a spherically focused transducer reaches the receiving end

Source: DASEL
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Figure 69. Sonojet transducer: a) Working principle; b) Sound field intensity; c) Lateral beam profile; d)
Phase.

Source: DASEL own elaboration

5.2.3 Signal levels
Due to higher losses in air, signal levels at the receiving transducer are significantly lower
than those found in water- or dry-coupled ultrasound. The aim is to obtain a good enough
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to get signals well above the noise level. Most of it is due to
electromagnetic interference (EMI), in the form of white and impulsive noise.
Conventionally, at the electronics equipment front-end, filtering reduces the noise content
of the signals. In some cases, averaging is used to improve, at most, 3 dB of SNR every time
the number of averaged A-scans is doubled. However, this has adverse effects on the
scanning rate, since many A-scans must be acquired at every spatial position. We have
addressed these issues by implementing two techniques:
1. Integration of an ultra-low noise (< 1nV/√Hz), impedance matched, 48 dB pre-amplifier in
the receiver. Since it is directly connected to the piezo-element terminals, induced EMI noise
is very small, further improved by the shielding of the transducer case and the internal
filtering adapted to the transducer bandwidth.
2. Using our EMI filtering real-time hardware. This technique cancels impulsive EMI noise
with only two or three A-scan acquisitions, merely affecting the scanning rate. EMI noise
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filtering is based on keep only those signals remaining at the same position in the 2 to 3
acquired A-scans and removing all indications not verifying this condition. This procedure
has shown to be very effective in reducing impulsive EMI noise and is standard in all our
equipment.

5.2.4 Some experimental example
Figure 70 shows a further example of the inspection of a solid CFRP laminate with
thickness of 7 mm with artificial flaws placed in three different positions: 1/3 thickness, 1/2
thickness and 2/3 thickness. In this case, Sonojet transducers were used in through
transmission, with an excellent spatial resolution and contrast. With an excellent spatial
resolution and contrast, (Figure 70 left) comparable to that obtained with a conventional
pulse-echo technique in immersion at 5 MHz (Figure 70 right).
Figure 70. Inspection of solid CFRP laminate of 7 mm: AirScope inspection with SonoJet transducers (left),
Conventional pulse-echo with a 5 MHz transducer in immersion (right)

Source: DASEL own elaboration
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6 Conclusions
GEARBODIES aims to design and create a prototype for a non-destructive inspection of rail
carbodies. Thus, D1.1 is the first deliverable in the research process of investigating
potential inspection methods that will carry out this task.
The first stage of the process was to present, at section 3, the state-of-the-art of NDT
methods that could find potential application in the prototype system. The main emphasis
was given to active thermography and ultrasonic testing techniques. Various NDT
techniques were reviewed in order to present how they work and how data collection and
processing takes place in order to present their potential application in the rail sector.
Conclusions on use cases: At section 3.2 a series of use cases were presented that were
based on satisfying the S2R call that the GEARBODIES project answered to. The use cases
covered the needs of creating a prototype for a non-destructive inspection of rail carbodies
but at the same time had to cover a series of potential materials. Thus, the system had to
cover the needs for the PIVOT2 prototype carbody where the final testing of the inspection
system is planned to take place, as well as other potential composite carbody. Based, on
some limited information that were received from PIVOT2 project, at the time of submission
of D1.1., regarding the materials that will be used on their vehicle, as well as literature review;
It was agreed that the GEARBODIES inspection system shall be capable of detecting
defects in materials such as sandwich types of composites where the combinations will be
carbon fibre or Reinforced Polymer (GRP) skins with polyethylene terephthalate (PET) foam
or alternatively with aluminium core. Also, it was proposed to cover monolithic materials
like CFRP and GRP. The overall thickness of the materials is expected to be up to 50mm.
Conclusions on requirements: The next step was to decide upon some key questions of the
task that the inspection system is asked to perform, in order to decide upon further
requirements. These were the following including their answers which represent functional
and operational requirements:
● When the equipment will be used?
➢ It is expected to inspect rail vehicles during their maintenance cycle
● What will the inspections be expected to detect?
➢ Surface impact-damage/ delamination/ de-bonding/ crack-fracture/ water
ingress. The surface impact from flying ballast was of particular interest to
PIVOT2 project.
➢ Defects of different orientations and size
➢ It shall scan the sides of the vehicle both left and right only from the outside
section of the vehicle
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➢ It shall be capable of completing the scan and processing of data within 12
hours
➢ It shall be autonomous with limited operator interference
➢ Scan results must include location information relative to the carbody
● What conditions, the inspection equipment will be expected to operate in?
➢ Typical railway maintenance facility environment including the environmental
conditions in such facilities i.e. heat, ambient light, moisture
➢ It shall be capable of manoeuvring and overcoming potential obstacles like
rail line
In addition, the prototype inspection system shall have Reliability, Availability,
Maintainability and Safety as well as Life Cycle Cost requirements. Specifically:
● RAMS
➢ It shall not cause any delays to the return of service of the vehicles

➢ The equipment shall be able to perform continuously for 12 hours or the subsystems operate for a sufficient proportion of that time
➢ The equipment shall not cause any type of hazards to personnel or other
assets in the surrounding area. Risk assessment and measures will need to
be taken to minimise such hazards including the use of PPE and emergency
failsafe mechanisms
● LCC
➢ The new prototype inspection system and process should be comparable
with the cost of conventional methods currently used on metal based
carbodies
Conclusions on NDT technology assessment: According to the requirements and use
cases, an assessment of all the NDT methods, that were presented in in the state-of-the-art
(section 3.1.1), was presented at section 3.3. The assessment was required in order to
shortlist the techniques, that are most suitable and capable, to carry out the inspection
tasks and the specific requirements. Hence, the main criteria that were used for the
assessment were the following:
● Ability to detect the aforementioned defects,
● One side inspection,
● Field of view,
● Inspection speed,
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● Defect sizing and depth estimation.
Thus, based on the criteria, the assessment showed that thermography and UT methods
were most suited for being incorporated into the inspection system. It needs to be noted
that most of the NDT methods that were assessed were competent but not all could
perform well on all criteria. Therefore, a combination of the shortlisted techniques is
proposed thus supplementing their limitations. The suitability of the shortlisted techniques
(shown below) will be further investigated in WP2. This will be done first in simulation/
modelling environment and later on through lab tests.
Table 20. Potential shortlisted NDT methods for further investigation

Infrared Thermography
Pulse thermography
Lock-in Thermography
Step heating
Eddy current thermography

Ultrasonic testing
Phased-Array PA PE UT
Laser ultrasonic testing
Resonance method

Finally, based on the high-level system requirements, potential specifications were
presented in section 5 for the prototype thermography and the ultrasonic testing inspection
system. The system requirements and specifications will be further developed and revised
in the duration of the project after further experimental trials as well as further consultation
with the PIVOT2 consortium that the prototype system will finally be tested on the TD1.3
Carbody Shell Demonstrator.
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